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INTRODUCTORY WORDS

Welcome to the PUBMET2018 - The 5th Conference on Scholarly Publishing in the Context 
of Open Science, which is being held in beautiful city of Zadar. This year’s conference programme 
is very diverse, offering many interesting lectures, workshops and poster presentations. The orga-
nizers have tried to cover different aspects of scholarly communication, emphasizing the important 
issues that we are facing today, starting from open access funding, open peer review, open citations, 
open repositories, etc. to data protection and research integrity. 

Keynote lecturers Vanessa Proudman (SPARC Europe) and Katarzyna Szkuta (European 
Commission) will bring us closer to the European policies of financing and stimulating open access. 
Invited lecturers Jon Tennant (Open Science MOOC), Silvio Peroni (University of Bologna), Gareth 
O’Neill (Leiden University) and Ignasi Labastida i Juan (University of Barcelona) will cover the import-
ant aspects of introducing culture of open scientific practice and open citations, supporting young 
researchers to publish in open access journals and promote open science at the institutional level. 

Among numerous interesting submissions from authors from different countries Programme 
Committee selected lectures which gave us an overview of the challenges that we are facing in 
the modern age of high education, scientific research and scholarly publishing, and propose their 
possible solutions. The programme also includes an interesting poster session, covering various 
topics, from citation analysis, peer review, industrial-academic collaboration to open technology for 
language learning and research.

Trying to offer practical knowledge to conference participants, we have organized several 
important workshops, on plagiarism detection (led by Ksenija Baždarić from University of Rijeka), 
authorship and contributorship (given by Vedran Katavić from University of Zagreb) and, thanks to 
our gold sponsors Clarivate Analytics and EBSCO, we will also offer a workshop on Bibliometry and 
discovery services. 

Last but not least, this year’s conference is hosting SPARC Europe Satellite Meeting, organ-
ised by Romana Matanovac Vučković (University of Zagreb), Vanessa Proudman and Ignasi Labas-
tida i Juan, and moderated by Tihomir Katulić, also from University of Zagreb. At the meeting im-
portant issues of copyright and legal issue in Croatia and EU will be discussed, and new Creative 
Commons licensing tools will be presented.

For our social gathering to relax after a hard day's work, the conference dinner will be held 
at lovely Arsenal, a historic monument built as a Venetian port warehouse. Those who want to know 
more about an ancient Croatian city of Zadar could join us for Zadar City Tour led by experienced 
and licensed guide. We will also explore the beautiful landscape of river Zrmanja during our boat 
excursion.

We hope that you will enjoy the conference and take nice memories with you. We thank you 
all, especially the authors, workshop leaders and presenters for bringing your knowledge, experi-
ence and good energy. Special thanks to the Ministry of Science and Education, OpenAIRE, SPARC 
Europe and European Association of Science Editors (EASE) for supporting the conference and to all 
of our sponsors for financing the event.

Programme Committee Chair:

Jadranka Stojanovski

Organizing Committee Chair:

Vladimir Mrša
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PUBMET2018 PROGRAMME
19 September 2018 (Old campus)
14:00-15:00 Registration (Registration desk)

15:00-16:30 Workshop: Plagiarism detection – Ksenija Baždarić, University of 
Rijeka (Computer room)
16:30-18:00 Workshop: Authorship and contributorship – Vedran Katavić, 
University of Zagreb (Computer room)

20 September 2018 (Old campus)
8:30-10:00 Registration (Registration desk)
9:00-10:00 Workshop: Bibliometry and discovery services (Computer room)

9:00-9:30 Pavel Synek, EBSCO: Open, open access and discovery 
9:30-10:00 Massimilano Carloni, Clarivate Analytics: Monitoring and evaluating 
OA adoption in Croatia

Lecture hall Aula Magna
Chairs: Jadranka Stojanovski and Vladimir Mrša
10:15-10:35 Conference opening 
10:35-11:20 Vanessa Proudman, SPARC Europe: It’s time to modify the way we pay for Open 
infrastructure (Keynote lecture)
11:20-11:50 Jon Tennant, Open Science MOOC: Open Science is just science done right 
(Invited lecture) 
11:50-12:05 Coffee break 

Chairs: Ksenija Baždarić and Mohammad Hosseini
12:05-12:35 Silvio Peroni, University of Bologna: The Open Citation movement: The story so 
far (Invited lecture)
12:35-12:50 Kalman Žiha, Nastia Degiuli, Ivana Martić, Andrea Farkas and Tamara Krajna, 
University of Zagreb: Citations, views, downloads, purchases in OA environment
12:50-13:05 Valerie Matarese, Up To infotechnologies: Every scientific research institute 
needs an authors’ editor
13:05-13:20 Iva Melinščak Zlodi, University of Zagreb: Small university press: Gaining 
visibility, usage and impact
13:20-13:30 Discussion
13:30-15:00 Lunch break

Chairs: Ivana Hebrang Grgić and Jon Tennant 
15:00-15:30 Gareth O’Neill (EURODOC/Leiden University): Open science for early-career 
researchers (Invited lecture)
15:30-15:45 Lai Ma, University College Dublin: Open discussion necessary: Reflections on a 
study of the output-based research support scheme in University College Dublin
15:45-16:00 Marina Cvitanušić Brečić, AZVO, Croatia: Optimization of re-accreditation of 
Croatian higher education institutions process using open resources
16:00-16:15 Irena Urem, Snježana Dimzov and Mirta Matošić, University of Split: University 
rankings and institutional affiliations: How can librarians help?
16.15-16.25 Discussion
16:25-16:55 Coffee break with poster session
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Chairs: Iva Grabarić Andonovski and Franjo Pehar
16:55-17:15 Sponsor’s block

16:55-17:05 Pavel Synek, EBSCO
17:05-17:15 Massimiliano Carloni, Clarivate Analytics

17.15-17:30 Jasminka Maravić, CARNET, Croatia: Open-access repositories as a precondition 
for the development of open education
17:30-17:45 Tihomir Katulić, University of Zagreb: Impact of the new European framework of 
data protection on research and secondary use of personal data
17:45-17:55 Discussion
17:55-18:15 Ivana Hebrang Grgić, Jadranka Stojanovski and Franjo Pehar: Book presentation: 
Otvorenost u znanosti i visokom obrazovanju (Openness in science and higher education)

19:30 - Conference dinner (Arsenal)

21 September 2018 (Old campus, Lecture hall Aula Magna)
Chairs: Vanessa Proudman and Silvio Peroni 
9:00-9:45 Katarzyna Szkuta and Jean-Claude Burgelman, European Commission: Open 
Science in Europe: The European Commission policies (Keynote lecture)
9:45-10:00 Mohammad Hosseini, Dublin City University: The Definition of authorship in the 
European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity
10:00-10:15 Mario Malički (University of Split), Ijsbrand Jan Aalbersberg, Lex Bouter, Adrian 
Mulligan and Gerben Ter Riet: Transparency in research: A cross sectional survey across 
scientific disciplines
10:15-10:25 Discussion
10:25-10:55 Coffee break with poster session 

Chairs: Katarzyna Szkuta and Gareth O’Neill 
10:55-11:25 Ignasi Labastida i Juan, University of Barcelona: The challenges of Open Science 
for research institutions (Invited lecture)
11:25-11:40 Andrea Bertino (University of Göttingen), Luca Foppiano, Laurent Romary and 
Pierre Mounier: Leveraging concepts in open access publications
11:40–11:55 Kristina Posavec, University of Zagreb: Croatian corpora as open educational 
resources for language research and learning
11:55-12:10 Marijana Glavica and Irena Kranjec, University of Zagreb: Data publishing and 
archiving routes
12:10-12:20 Discussion
12:20–13:50 Lunch break 

Chairs: Lai Ma and Ignasi Labastida i Juan
13:50-14:05 Ginevra Peruginelli (ITTIG-CNR, Italy), Sara Conti and Chiara Leggeri: Evaluating 
the quality of legal scholarship in Italy: Two investigations on peer review 
14:05–14:20 Radovan Vrana, University of Zagreb: Peer review of research data: A “light” 
analytical approach to assessment of feasibility of research data quality check-up
14:20-14:35 Shane McLoughlin (National University of Ireland Maynooth), Clare Thornley 
and Stephen Hughes: Peer review for industry/academic research collaborations/projects: 
What might we need to do differently?
14:35-14:45 Discussion
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14:45–16:45 SPARC Europe Satellite Meeting (Moderator: Tihomir Katulić)
14:45-15:15 Romana Matanović Vučković, University of Zagreb: Copyright and 
legal issues in Croatia 
15:15-15:45 Vanessa Proudman, SPARC Europe: Copyright and the EU and its 
influence on OA and OS (progress to date and next steps)
15:45-16:15 Ignasi Labastida i Juan, University of Barcelona: The new Creative 
Commons certificate tools for rights retention
16:15-16:45 Knowledge gaps and Challenges in changing author practices 
(brainstorm) 

16:45–16:55 Conference closure
17:15-18:45 Zadar old city tour 

22 September 2018
8:00-14:00 Zrmanja riverboat tour 

Poster session:
Lovela Machala Poplašen (University of Zagreb) and Kristina Romić: Patterns of information 
sources used by graduate students: A citation analysis of master’s thesis in open access in 
the field of studies in nursing

Mersiha Mahmić-Kaknjo, University of Zenica: Open peer review – What is it and what does 
it do?

Ružica Tokalić, Vicko Tomić and Ana Marušić, University of Split: A peer review card exchange 
game

Janice Lau, Shane McLoughlin (National University of Ireland Maynooth) and Clare Thornley: 
How has gender balance evolved in Irish-affiliated STEM-related research over the past 10 
years?

Filip Horvat, University of Rijeka: University–industry collaboration in Croatia: Co-authorship 
analysis

Lai Ma, Junwen Luo, Pablo Lucas and Kalpana Shankar, University College Dublin: Modeling 
the peer review process at Science Foundation Ireland

Kristina Posavec, University of Zagreb: NoSketch Engine: Open technology for language 
learning and research

Małgorzata Rychlik, Poznań University Library: Citations counts and altmetrics of highly 
cited papers of the Croatian authors

/pubmet

pubmet@unizd.hr

pubmet.unizd.hr
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It’s Time to Modify the Way We Pay for Open Infrastructure

Vanessa Proudman*

SPARC Europe, Watermanstraat 98, 7324 AK Apeldoorn, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

This keynote will address how changes in the current scholarly communications service 
and infrastructure eco system require us to rethink how we will sustain our open efforts in 
the future. Seed funding will help us innovate; however, are we as libraries ready to invest 
in maintaining and further developing good practice for years to come such as services we 
have come to depend on to implement our policies like DOAJ or SHERPA/RoMEO. Many of 
us in Europe are reliant on our ministries for funding, but when governments change, how 
sure are we that this funding will continue? Furthermore, funders are increasingly introduc-
ing Open policies; what is their contribution to sustaining Open services /infrastructure? Or 
are we going to leave it to large publishers to purchase services and infrastructure to add 
it to their increasingly diversified portfolio, increasing the dependency of our research and 
teaching communities on many levels of their work flows? 

A range of Open Scholarship services are experimenting with new business models such as 
arXiv.org, the Open Library of Humanities, Knowledge Unlatched, which are helping combat 
these challenges. Furthermore, efforts like SCOSS are stimulating change in this area. Such 
developments will help demonstrate new potentials and will promote change in the way we 
finance Openness. 

It is time to rethink how we fund the Open services and infrastructure that support Open 
policy and practice. Merely continuing to talk of the need to sustain service and infrastruc-
ture or taking a piecemeal approach will not cut it, we need to see a strategic vision and 
approach to help ensure the scholarly communications services and infrastructure are here 
for years to come.

* E-mail: vproudman@sparceurope.org
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Open Science in Europe: The European Commission 
Policies

Katarzyna Szkuta* and Jean-Claude Burgelman

European Commission, Directorate-General Joint Research Centre, Unit B.7, 
Knowledge for Finance, Innovation & Growth, Brussels, Belgium

ABSTRACT

The talk will focus on the European Commission policy for Open Science including the re-
cent developments. It will provide details on the Commission’s proposal regarding Open 
Science in Horizon Europe and show its prominent place. It will demonstrate the progress 
on building the European Open Science Cloud that aims to give Europe a global lead in 
scientific data infrastructures and by promoting FAIR data create the level playing field for 
sharing data. It will also present the 2018 Data Package that will have impact on the Open 
Access and Open Data policies in Member States.

* Corresponding author: E-mail: Katarzyna.SZKUTA@ec.europa.eu
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Open Science is Just Science Done Right

Jon Tennant*

Open Science MOOC

ABSTRACT

What is Open Science? When we talk about it, we use technical terms like transparency and 
reproducibility, or use personal principles like fairness, equality, or justice. But aren’t these 
just traits of good science, conducted by humans with a good ethical purpose? Shouldn’t 
this be all science..? The problem is that in the present system we aren’t rewarded for do-
ing good science, and academia has become a bit Game of Thrones-y. Almost every con-
versation about progressing scholarly communication comes down to one thing: Research 
evaluation and career progression. Researchers are just like everyone else, and aware of the 
risks associated with driving on the wrong side of the road. Modern research culture tells us 
not to innovate, not to question, and not to push boundaries. It is perversely non-traditional, 
and the system is defined by inertia, fear, and skewed power dynamics. How can we all work 
together to kick-start a new culture of ‘open’ scientific practices, without putting our best 
and brightest at risk? How do we want people in the future to remember this pivotal time in 
the history of science? What is the future system that we want students to inherit, and how 
can we build a path towards that today.

* E-mail: jon.tennant.2@gmail.com
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The Open Citations Movement: The Story So Far

Silvio Peroni*

University of Bologna, via Zamboni 33, 40126 Bologna, Italy

ABSTRACT

The Initiative for Open Citations (I4OC) was launched in April 2016 with the purpose of pro-
moting the release of structured, separable, and open citation data. Thanks to the incredi-
ble support of a large (and still growing) number of publishers and stakeholders, in one year 
more than 500 million citations have been released to the public, and are currently used by 
third parties for building new services to serve the scholarly community. In the first part of 
my talk, I will recall the main milestones reached by the Initiative, while, in the second part, 
I will focus on outcomes of one of its funders, i.e. OpenCitations, showing the way Semantic 
Publishing technologies have been used for describing and releasing a huge collection of 
open citation data.

* E-mail: silvio.peroni@unibo.it
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Open Science for Early-Career Researchers

Gareth O’Neill1,2*

1 European Council of Doctoral Candidates and Junior Researchers (EURODOC) 
2 Leiden University Centre for Linguistics (LUCL), Leiden University,  

2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Open Science is being heavily promoted by the European Commission and is aimed to be 
the new way for researchers to do science in Europe. Yet the majority of researchers are 
not practising Open Science and are not even aware of what Open Science actually is. This 
talk looks at the various aspects of Open Science and discusses the results of a European 
survey on Open Science. The survey focused on Open Access and Open Data from the 
perspectives of researchers in Europe. This talk will specifically address Open Access and 
Open Data for early-career researchers and will propose recommendations to help imple-
ment Open Science as well as mentioning some good practices.

* E-mail: gareth.oneill@eurodoc.net
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The Challenges of Open Science for Research Institutions

Ignasi Labastida i Juan*

Research and Innovation Unit, CRAI, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

ABSTRACT

The main research funders in Europe are supporting Open Science principles and practices, 
and researchers are required to follow some policies, but what about the research institu-
tions? Are they ready to support those principles and practices? Are they providing tools 
and services for their researchers? Are they acknowledging and rewarding Open Science in 
the same way they have been assessing research until now? In this talk we will review which 
are the main challenges that a research institution must face in relation to Open Science. 
As it will be seen, it is not enough to promote open access to publications and to facilitate 
research data sharing. Institutions need to make a cultural change in the way research is 
performed and assessed. And the change must affect any other academic activity beyond 
research.

* E-mail: ilabastida@ub.edu
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Plagiarism Detection

Ksenija Baždarić*

Department of Medical Informatics, Rijeka University School of Medicine, Braće Branchetta st 20, 
51000 Rijeka, Croatia

ABSTRACT

The workshop is aimed for junior editors. The course leader is a research integrity editor with 
8 years’ experience in the the Croatian Medical Journal (www.cmj.hr), an internationally rec-
ognized and peer-reviewed indexed medical journal, and a university teacher. The course 
consists of two parts. The first gives editors a conceptual framework of plagiarism in science 
and an overview of different tools for detecting text similarity/plagiarism (iThenticate, Tur-
nitin, WCopyfind and other). The second part is practical, the process of decision making in 
the plagiarism detection (cut-off values and flowcharts) and plagiarism prevention will be 
presented and discussed in practical examples.

* E-mail: ksenija.bazdaric@medri.uniri.hr

Authorship and Contributorship

Vedran Katavić*

Department of Anatomy, University of Zagreb School of Medicine, Šalata 11, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

ABSTRACT

This workshop will give a short introduction to the concepts of authorship, co-authorship, 
and contributorship in biomedicine and social sciences/humanities. Some forms of author-
ship “pathology” will be discussed, and the participants will be encouraged to reflect on 
the roles and goals of authorship. Several cases of dubious authorship practices will be 
presented and the participants will be asked to assume roles of journal editors to dissect, 
evaluate, and possibly intervene in the order and the contents of a manuscript’s (authorship) 
byline.

* E-mail: vedran.katavic@mef.hr

http://www.cmj.hr/
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Open, Open Access and Discovery

Pavel Synek*

EBSCO Information Services s.r.o., Klimentska 52, Praha 1, 110 00 Czech Republic

ABSTRACT

Sending information “forth to the world” has become easier than ever, but it is still not trou-
ble-free. The question today is one of discoverability. How can we ensure that those in need 
of relevant information can readily find it? It goes without saying that the subject of discover-
ability takes on additional significance in the context of open access. Open Access research 
is only impactful, after all, if it gets found. This is where discovery systems should come in. 
Users, after all, want to be assured that they have access to valuable open access content 
and the technology underlying the discovery system is paramount to user success. This 
presentation will look at the impact of ‘open’ in today’s library environment. The presenter 
will further discuss how ideas of ‘open’ are increasingly defining library technology and the 
industry’s approaches to content. The presenter will look at the underpinnings of an open 
environment, discovery technology and its relevance to discovering open access content.

* E-mail: psynek@ebsco.com

Monitoring and Evaluating OA Adoption in Croatia

 Massimilano Carloni*

Clarivate Analytics, Via Marotta, 49-00054 Fregene, Rome, Italy

ABSTRACT

Clarivate paved the way for making Open Access much more discoverable, integrating Un-
paywall application and making it available for the first time in the researcher workflow 
and in several solutions. Clarivate is here presenting a state of the art assessment of how 
Open Access publications are represented in the Web of Science Core Collection flagship 
database. Looking at real and updated data, discover if and how Open Access is improving 
in Croatia. Is Open Access production really bumping, are researchers publishing in Open 
Access way making a bigger impact? These and other questions could find out an answer 
and be discussed during the Clarivate presentation.

* E-mail: massimiliano.carloni@clarivate.com
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SPARC Europe Satellite Meeting

Romana Matanovac Vučković1*, Vanessa Proudman2** and Ignasi Labastida i Juan3***

1 Faculty of Law University of Zagreb, Trg Republike Hrvatske 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia 
2 SPARC Europe, Watermanstraat 98, 7324 AK Apeldoorn, The Netherlands 

3 Research and Innovation Unit, CRAI, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

ABSTRACT

This session will focus on how to manage copyright, moral and exploitation rights, and Cre-
ative Commons to work optimally for a range of for authors, publishers, repository manag-
ers, university management, policy makers and other stakeholders in the scholarly com-
munication. It is organised by SPARC Europe that is striving to make Open the default and is 
enabling the conditions, opportunities and rights for Open Science in Europe.

The session will provide the context of both Croatian Civil Law related to copyright and shar-
ing challenges with the current European Copyright Directive, which already affect or are 
likely to affect all stakeholders in the research processes and communication.

The second part of the session will then provide concrete practical guidance for those wish-
ing to carry out good licensing practice for scholarly publications:

1. Why, what, and how to license

2. How to manage rights and licenses for a range of materials in repositories (for re-
pository managers), and

3. How to manage rights and licenses in journals and books (for authors, editors and 
publishers)

During the last part of the session the audience will have time to ask the experts for advice 
based on their own cases.

This session will inform and educate all stakeholders in the scholarly publishing processes 
and research infrastructure, also providing concrete take-aways that can help participants 
in resolving common challenges. 

E-mails:
* romana.matanovac.vuckovic@pravo.hr,
** vproudman@sparceurope.org,
*** ilabastida@ub.edu
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Citations, Views, Downloads, Purchases in OA Environment

Kalman Žiha*, Nastia Degiuli, Ivana Martić, Andrea Farkas and Tamara Krajna

University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, 
Ivana Lučića 5, 10002 Zagreb, Croatia

ABSTRACT

Introduction and aim: In OA publishing environment as well as in general digital publishing 
visits (views) and downloads (readers) are of increasing interest for institutions, researchers 
and publishers (1,2). In the scientific community, citations both of printed and digital publica-
tions are considered as the most influential and reliable information on scientific efficiency 
which is of interest to researchers, publishers and to their working environments (3). On the 
other hand, numbers of visits (views) and downloads are normally not considered seriously 
in the evaluation of scientific impact of publications and their authors, as yet. Nevertheless, 
visits and downloads are often discussed and compared by research colleagues in addition 
to citing. The number of visits and downloads may help researchers to steer their researches 
towards topics of increasing interest in the scientific categories and fields (4). They also may 
be useful for assessments of importance and influence of scientific categories and fields. 
The survey of literature in scientometrics indicates increasing interest in these issues. Some 
OA publishers and institutions used to periodically publish the ranking by visits (views) and 
downloads of digital journals and papers to meet the interests of the wider science and 
engineering community. In commercial publishing, the number of purchased publications 
is for sure very important measure for success of publishers and merit of authors, but it 
is commonly not considered with high interest by the scientific community. However, the 
scientific community lately expresses increasing frustrations with respect to high prices of 
publications, access to exclusive bibliographic data bases, relevant information as well as 
against extra profits of scientific publishing industry using contributions of authors and re-
viewers and supporting institutions free of charge. In this review, relations among citations 
on one hand and visits and downloads on the other hand, as well as the relation between 
visits and downloads will be investigated on examples of open access indexed journals in 
engineering category having appropriate comparable data on citations, visits and down-
loads. Relations to purchased publications are not considered since that information are 
normally not publicly available. The aim of this research is to find out the links and relations, 
if any, among citing and viewing or downloading of papers published in open access modes 
in scientific bibliographic data bases. The interest of this review is focused on Croatian jour-
nals related to engineering. The research will consider the visits and downloads of papers 
published by two Croatian engineering journals compared to the most cited papers as well 
as the most visited and downloaded papers and their citations in period of last five years. In 
conclusion, the research discusses the importance of views and downloads and their role in 
the assessment of scientific impact of papers and author’s efficiency. Some of the pros and 

* Corresponding author: E-mail: kziha@fsb.hr
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cons of these measures are considered.

Engineering vs. scientific publishing
Publishing in engineering has to meet some specific conditions with respect to scientif-
ic publishing. Engineering involves mathematical methods and empirical evidence to the 
innovation, design, construction, operation and maintenance of structures, machines, ma-
terials, devices, systems, processes, and organizations. The discipline of engineering en-
compasses a broad range of more specialized fields, each with a more specific emphasis 
on particular areas of applied mathematics, applied science, and types of application (5). In 
contrast to pure scientists, engineers and technicians are primarily educated and prepared 
for creative application of scientific principles to design or develop structures, machines, 
apparatus, or manufacturing processes, or works utilizing them singly or in combination; 
or to construct or operate the same with full cognizance of their design; or to forecast their 
behaviour under specific operating conditions; all as respects an intended function, eco-
nomics of operation and safety to life and property (6,7). Engineers and technicians have 
different research, publishing duties and interests than pure scientists. Engineers and tech-
nicians insist on creative application of science in technical domain not necessarily on the-
ory and science itself. They may perform different functions, such as practising engineers, 
research engineers or both. Practicing engineers work mostly in the production and fabrica-
tion. With respect to this, practicing engineers are prevailingly oriented to use and publish 
professional and review papers. Research engineers often work at universities and research 
institutes or laboratories. Hence, the research engineers are more oriented towards using 
and publishing original scientific papers, review papers as well as preliminary communica-
tions. Therefore, the publishing of professional papers is less attractive or not attractive at 
all to the scientific community although is more important to engineering profession. Having 
these differences in mind, it becomes clear how the publishing in engineering is not neces-
sarily same as the pure scientific publishing.

International categorization of scientific and engineering research presentations
International categorization of scientific and professional research presentations is recom-
mended by Guide for preparation of scientific papers for publications (8): original scientific 
paper (OSP) reports on unpublished results of original research. It should be written in such 
way that a qualified researcher on the basis of given information is able to: (i) repeat the 
experiment and obtain presented results with the same accuracy or within experimental 
error boundaries, or (ii) repeat the author’s observations, calculations or theoretical reason-
ing, and reach similar conclusions. Preliminary communication (PC) contains new scientific 
research results which require urgent publication. It does not need necessarily to provide 
the basis for the repetition of the experiments. Review paper (RP) should be an original, 
concise, and critical presentation of one subject area or a part of it, in which the information 
already published is assembled, analysed and discussed. Professional paper (PP) presents 
high achievements in engineering practice.

Evaluating engineering and scientific research results through publications
The interests of the scientific and engineering community and the importance of publica-
tions for research are often evaluated by following indicators of their impacts: number of ci-
tations, number of views (visits), number of downloads (readers), and number of purchased 
papers. Besides, there are some others more sophisticated and special purpose measures, 
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e.g. WoS Clarivate and SCIMAGO used by scientometrics for different purposes. It is appro-
priate to investigate number of views and downloads on primary journal repositories. How-
ever, some other institutions, such as Mendeley, ResearchGate and Google Scholar also 
provide views (readings) and citations reports.

Comparing citations, visits and downloads
The most influential and widely adopted measure for bibliometric evaluation of published 
results both in sciences and engineering is the number of citations. Some common prop-
erties of numbers of citations: long tradition in evaluation, the controllability through bib-
liographic data bases, the applicability in general and in OA environment, huge and expen-
sive ICT infrastructure, conditional accessibility. In OA environment digital publishing visits 
(views) and downloads are important indicators of interests of the research communities 
for research activities. Visits are mostly curiosity driven and may stop on reading the key 
words and the abstract. With this respect, views only partially express the importance of 
publications. Downloads are motivated by genuine interests and needs and normally follow 
the views and more appropriately define the importance of publications. Some properties 
of visits and downloads: the applicability in digital publishing environment, particularly apt 
for OA publishing, lack of control, e.g. multiple visit and downloads in order to unethically 
increase their numbers, traceability of viewers and downloaders is difficult and not always 
applicable, easy, immediate and automatic registration. Number of purchased papers are 
out of focus of researchers and normally cannot be used for evaluation of scientific efficien-
cy in contrast for example to literature (bestsellers).

Results and Discussion: This paper investigates the number of visits and downloads of pa-
pers deposited on the central portal of Croatian scientific journals HRČAK compared to the 
most cited papers according to WoS Citation report following the Clarivate analytics, as well 
as the most visited and downloaded papers and their citations in a period of 5 years. HRČAK 
provide on annual basis ranking of Croatian journals by full text visits and total visits. Two 
Croatian engineering journals published by the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering and Naval Architecture (FAMENA) are considered: Brodogradnja/Shipbuilding, 
in HRČAK since 2005, Transactions of FAMENA, in HRČAK since 2012.

Journal Brodogradnja/Shipbuilding
Brodogradnja/Shipbuilding is an international scientific peer reviewed open-access on-line 
digital journal launched in 1950 published quarterly. It is indexed by Web of Sciences (WoS) 
SCI Expanded since 2008 in JCR category Engineering Marine and by SCOPUS since 1985 
in categories Marine Engineering and Mechanical Engineering. Since 2005 to 4th Septem-
ber 2018 there were all together 409643 visits (views). The following observations may be 
outlined for journal Brodogradnja: all 135 papers (100 %) have downloads (max 6781, min 118) 
and views (max 7232, min 213); total number of downloads is equal to 79400 and number of 
views is equal to 112665. There are 72 (53 %) cited papers out of all 135 papers, cited at least 
once with total of 183 citations, 56821 (71 %) downloads and 76862 (68 %) views. There are 63 
(47 %) non-cited papers (with 0 citations) out of all 135 papers with 22579 (29 %) downloads 
and 35803 (32 %) views. There are 25 (19 %) highly cited papers having 120 citations (65 %) 
greater than 2 with 22672 (29 %) downloads and 30444 (27 %) views. There are 110 (81 %) low 
cited papers having 63 citations (35 %) less than 3 with 56728 (71 %) downloads and 82221 
(72 %) views. 110 low cited papers have 56728-22672=34056 (43 %) more downloads and 
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82221-30444=51777 (46 %) more views than 25 highly cited papers. 25 papers (19 %) with the 
highest number 41335 of downloads (52 %) and 48965 (43 %) views have 72 citations (39 %). 
Average number of downloads and views per citation for all 135 papers is equal to 433 and 
515 respectively. Average number of downloads and views per paper for all 135 papers is 
equal to 588 and 834 respectively. Average number of downloads and views per 25 papers 
cited at least 3 times is equal to 906 and 1218 respectively. Average number of downloads 
and views per 47 papers cited less than 3 times is equal to 726 and 988 respectively. Aver-
age number of downloads and views per 63 papers without citations is equal to 358 and 568 
respectively. Total number of views is 112665/79400=1.42 times greater than total number 
of downloads. By paper category in all 135 (100 %) publications there are 85 (63 %) OSP, 16 
(12 %) RP, 9 (7 %) PC and 25 (18 %) PP. There is about 70 % OSP+PC and 30 % PP+RP. By paper 
category in all 79400 (100 %) downloads there are 42497 (54 %) OSP, 12219 (15 %) RP, 4580 (6 
%) PC and 20104 (25 %) PP. There is about 60 % OSP+PC and 40 % PP+RP. By paper category 
in 25 (19 %) publications with high citings there are 11 (44 %) of OSP, 6 (24 %) of RP, 1 (4 %) PC 
and 7 (28 %) of PP. There is about 50 % of OSP+PC and of PP+RP.

Transactions of FAMENA
Transactions of FAMENA is an international scientific peer reviewed open-access online 
journal with digital and printed version published quarterly. It is indexed by Web of Scienc-
es (WoS) SCI Expanded in JCR categories Engineering Mechanical and Materials Science 
Multidisciplinary since 2007 and by SCOPUS in category Engineering Mechanics of Ma-
terials since 2002. Since 2012 to 4th September 2018 there were 196681 visits (views). The 
following observations may be outlined for journal Transactions of FAMENA: all 168 papers 
(100 %) have downloads (max 9259, min 88) and views (max 9429, min 166); total number of 
downloads is equal to 109169 and number of views is equal to 135242.  There are 84 (50 %) 
cited papers out of all 168 papers, cited at least once with total of 216 citations, 60623 (55 
%) downloads and 74592 (55 %) views. There are 84 (50 %) non-cited papers (with 0 citations) 
out of all 168 papers with 60650 (45 %) views and 48546 (45 %) downloads. There are 28 (16 
%) highly cited papers having 136 citations (63 %) greater than 2 with 28389 (26 %) downloads 
and 33591 (27 %) views. There are 140 (83 %) low cited papers having 80 citations (59 %) less 
than 3 with 80780 (75 %) downloads and 101651 (75 %) views. 140 low cited papers have 
80780-28389=52391 (48 %) more downloads and 101651-33591=68060 (50 %) more views 
than 28 highly cited papers. 28 papers (16 %) with the highest number 57619 of downloads 
(53 %) and 62942 (47 %) views have 53 citations (25 %). Average number of downloads and 
views per citation for all 168 papers is equal to 505 and 624 respectively. Average number 
of downloads and views per paper for all 168 papers is equal to 650 and 806 respectively. 
Average number of downloads and views per 28 papers cited at least 3 times is equal to 
747 and 883 respectively. Average number of downloads and views per 46 papers cited less 
than 3 times is equal to 700 and 891 respectively. Average number of downloads and views 
per 84 papers without citations is equal to 570 and 722 respectively. Total number of views 
is 135242/109169=1.24 times greater than total number of downloads. By paper category in 
all 168 (100 %) publications there are 144 (85 %) OSP, and 24 (15 %) PP. By paper category in 
all 109169 (100 %) downloads there are 96551 (88 %) OSP, and 12618 (12 %) PP.

Conclusions: The following assertions are in favour of views and downloads: there are no 
papers without views and downloads but there are papers without citations, numbers of 
downloads and views highly exceed the numbers of citation, and non-cited papers may 
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have significant number of views and downloads. Some observations indicate the relations 
among views and downloads against citations: both 2nd order polynomial trend lines of 
views and downloads are increasing with number of citations; highly cited papers have 
higher average number of views and downloads than low or non-cited papers, number 
of downloads are slightly lower than number of views and do not differ too much; among 
low cited papers occur outstandingly viewed and downloaded papers. These papers are 
probably of interest for practising and research engineers in other professional and research 
areas; among low viewed and downloaded papers occur outstandingly cited papers. These 
papers are probably of interest for scientist and research engineers in other scientific ar-
eas and categories; the two elaborated journals show highly similar patterns in relations of 
views, downloads and citations.

In general, it may be noticed that: (i) views and downloads are important indicators of re-
search efficiency; (ii) practicing engineers may find important information for their work in 
professional (PP) and review papers (RP); (iii) on the other hand, research engineers are 
oriented towards original scientific papers (OSP) and sometimes to preliminary communi-
cations (PC); (iv) the categorization of papers and papers is almost abandoned in most of 
the indexed journals both in sciences and engineering. This is appropriate to sciences but 
not entirely to engineering; (v) it is appropriate to maintain the international categorization 
in engineering with respect to importance of professional papers (PP) for the engineering 
community; (vi) views and downloads are easily, faster and more frequently accessed in 
OA digital publishing (each published paper is viewed and downloaded) but not each pub-
lished paper is cited; and (vii) views and downloads are already deeply involved in OA digital 
publishing and will be even more in the future.

Key words: citations, visits, views, downloads, purchases, OA environment, engineering
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ABSTRACT 

Scientific researchers are trained to be experts in the theories, facts and methods of their 
discipline, and are expected to use this intellectual patrimony to make new discoveries and 
provide new solutions to existing problems. Some researchers are also trained in academic 
writing in English, but writing effective research articles and successful grant applications 
remains a time consuming, challenging activity for most. In addition to research and writing, 
researchers have other duties, such as teaching, mentoring and, in the clinical sciences, 
caring for patients. It is therefore unrealistic to expect that scientific researchers can also 
dedicate adequate time to follow developments in peer review, open access and publica-
tion ethics. Rather, they should be provided editorial support to facilitate good publication 
practices (and good grant seeking practices).

A spectrum of editorial services exists to support researchers in their writing efforts ((1) and 
chapters therein). For researchers who use English as an additional language (EAL), the most 
commonly sought service is language editing. Yet many researchers, both EAL users and 
native English speakers, can benefit from a more in depth service called substantive editing, 
which considers both the language and the presentation of scientific content. Early career 
researchers need training in research writing, especially in citation and attribution and how 
to avoid plagiarism. Sometimes, researchers require developmental editing to help them 
rewrite a manuscript after multiple rejections from different journals. And most researchers, 
at some point in their careers, will seek expert editorial advice on choosing among journals, 
following journals’ instructions and policies, responding to peer reviewers, understanding 
the priorities of funding agencies, and adhering to the principles of open science (2,3).

All these editorial services fall under the remit of the authors’ editor. As detailed in my re-
cent book (4) this professional figure developed in US medical research in the mid-twenti-
eth century and then spread throughout the biomedical sciences and into other disciplines 
and other countries (especially nonanglophone Europe). Authors’ editors work for and with 
researcher/author, with the goal  of making drafts fit for  purpose, be it publication in a peer 
reviewed journal or funding by a granting body. These editors bring to their work a unique-
ly personal combination of language skills, specialist disciplinary knowledge, communi-
cation abilities, multiculturalism, editorial experience, and respect for research ethics and 
publication ethics. They may have initially studied languages, sciences, communication or 
some mix of these (there is no one university degree for becoming an authors’ editor), but 
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throughout their careers they engage in continuing professional development (CPD) to re-
inforce existing and add new skills and knowledge needed for their role as editors serving 
academia (5). Today most authors’ editors are self-employed and collaborate directly with 
individual researchers and research teams, but in the early years they were mostly em-
ployed by research departments – a practice that should be revived.

Author editing – the activity of authors’ editors – can have multiple positive effects on re-
searchers, their institutes, research journals, peer reviewers, and science itself. These pos-
itive effects have been described mostly in single case studies and personal accounts (re-
viewed, up to 2016, in (4)). While empirical data supporting claims about the effects of author 
editing are lacking, we must remember that lack of hard evidence does not equate to lack 
of efficacy. The observed positive effects of author editing can be summarized as follows:

• For scientific researchers, access to an authors’ editor means having support and guid-
ance in all aspects of writing. The potential benefits of this arrangement include saved
time, individualized instruction, greater adherence to good publishing practices and pub-
lication ethics, and the production of texts that are more readable, more usable (research
articles), and more convincing in their requests for funding (grant proposals).
• For research institutes, having an in-house editing service may help fulfill requirements
for researcher training, attract new faculty, protect the institute’s reputation, and enable it
to contribute responsibly and usefully to the advancement of science.
• For research journals and funding agencies, the behind the scenes work of an authors’
editor may mean that submitted manuscripts adhere to instructions and reporting guide-
lines, are written in standard academic English, and are complete and ready for peer re-
view.
• For peer reviewers, better prepared manuscripts means they can focus on the science,
and the review process can go more smoothly. Considering that peer reviewers are re-
searchers too, a virtuous cycle then begins, with researchers and their institutes working
more efficiently.
• For science, the work of authors’ editors can contribute to the production of better re-
search publications, the more efficient use of researchers’ skills, and the overall better
functioning of the research publication system.

In this presentation, I will argue (as I have done previously (6,7)) that the benefits of author 
editing are so helpful and researchers’ needs for writing support so great that scientific re-
search institutes today can no longer neglect establishing in-house editing services (or, if 
this is not possible, regular collaborations with a few self-employed authors’ editors). There 
is no lack of precedent (numerous experiences of in-house editing services have been re-
ported; see references in (4)), no shortage of skilled editors (and CPD opportunities for them 
(8)), and no major infrastructural hurdles preventing any institute from setting up its own 
new core facility, namely one providing editorial support through editing, training in ac-
ademic English writing, and strategic advice on how to best publish, obtain funding, and 
support open science.

Key words:  research writing, author editing, substantive editing, editorial support, peer re-
view
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ABSTRACT

Aim: Steps necessary to transform a small traditional university press to an open access 
publishing endeavour with international reach will be identified and described. The press 
used as an example could be considered “niche” in several ways, which could impose ad-
ditional challenges: it covers humanities and social sciences, it is largely book based, and it 
belongs to the so-called scientific periphery, both geographically and linguistically.

Methods: The current state of a University of Zagreb Faculty of Humanities and Social Sci-
ences publishing activities are described, with special attention to its openness, output type 
(monographs and proceedings vs. journals, digital/hybrid vs. print only, English vs. Croatian 
language), adherence to international standards (in digital formats, metadata, identifiers, 
content licencing, usage data etc.), visibility and discoverability. These findings are put in the 
broader international context of HSS open access publishing, to gain knowledge about best 
practices, identify challenges and prioritise future developments. Recent developments 
within projects related to open access publishing in humanities and social sciences like 
OAPEN (1), Operas (2), Hirmeos (3), Knowledge Unlatched (4) and Open Edition (5) are being 
analysed, compared and taken as guidelines.

Results and Discussion: Within the University of Zagreb Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences publishing, there are three diverse sets of publications: scholarly journals, student 
journals and books. Twelve scholarly journals (co)published by the Faculty are currently 
(more or less) active, while thirteen more are published by professional societies closely 
related with the Faculty and edited by Faculty professors. All of those journals are open ac-
cess journals and are present on Hrčak – Portal of Scientific Journals of Croatia. Still, within 
this group of 25 journals there are considerable differences in editorial and publishing prac-
tices as well as in international visibility and impact (for instance, 12 are indexed in Scopus, 
only 5 in WoS databases, and the coverage in many specialised databases and indexes is 
significant, but there is still considerable effort needed to expand this venue of visibility). 
Even though all journals are OA, only nine of them fulfilled the criteria for inclusion in DOAJ, 
while others were not able to fulfil the basic requirements for inclusion (6). Areas for which it 
was recognised that journals need assistance for improvement are: online support for edit-
ing and reviewing process (preferably via local support for Open Journal System), inclusion 
in CrossRef services (DOI assignment, Similarity Check, depositing open references), use 
of identifiers, format diversity and decisions on open access policies, copyright, plagiarism 
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and licencing issues. As for 10 active student journals, issues of continuity in good editorial 
and publishing practices are of highest importance: without organised institutional support 
it will not be possible to achieve basic requirements for scholarly journals and maintain 
timeliness.

While modes of publishing for open access journals are broadly accepted, books and their 
visibility and discoverability pose a greater challenge (7,8). Unlike journals, book publishing 
at the Zagreb Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences have until now been exclusively 
print- based. Without readily available national distribution platform for online open distri-
bution like Hrčak for journals, the first decision should be related to technical infrastructure: 
whether to build own digital platform (using existing open source software like OMP – Open 
Monograph Press or newly developed Janeway), or taking part in existing platforms like 
Ubiquity,

Knowledge Unlatched Open Sevices, OpenEdition or Open Book Publishers. Several issues 
are similar to journal publishing, especially the need to define open access policies, and open 
licences. The need for diversity in available formats besides pdf, provision of high-quality 
metadata and collecting usage data in standardised way are even more important than for 
journals, since books in HSS could have potentially larger and not exclusively academic au-
dience. Also, providing structured and open reference data could have a great importance 
in tracking usage and impact, since it could enable visibility of citation data for documents 
that were previously under-represented in citation indexes.

Conclusion: Small-scale university presses within the current digital publishing landscape 
are faced with many challenges. In most cases, they will not have enough capacity for own 
expertise. Therefore there is a clear benefit from national coordination and participation in 
international projects.

Key words: university press, publishing in humanities and social sciences, open access jour-
nals, open access books
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ABSTRACT 

This presentation reflects on the necessity of open discussion based on a study of the Out-
put-Based Research Support Scheme in University College Dublin. In Jürgen Habermas’ 
Theory of Communicative Action (1), an open and public discourse is an ideal condition 
for negotiating meanings of action and language, as well as norms and rules in society. In 
the cultural milieu of scholarly publication, however, discussions about openness of data, 
science, scholarly communication, peer review, and so on, are seemingly limited to sub-
ject experts. A study of the OBRSS indicates that academic staff are quite passive in their 
involvement in policy-making in research support and research evaluation. I argue that an 
open and public discourse about openness in scholarly publishing is important for pur-
suing open data and open science, ethical publication practices, and fair and transparent 
research policy. University College Dublin has implemented the Output-Based Research 
Support Scheme (hereafter “OBRSS”) since 2016. Adapted from the Norwegian model (2), 
the Scheme involves establishing a master list of publications based on the Danish BFI, 
Finnish, Norwegian lists as well as SNIP (Source Normalised Impact Factor) and CiteScore. 
Academic staff are awarded discretionary fund based on their research outputs. They are 
requested to update their publication records in the Current Research Information System 
(hereafter “CRIS”) regularly. In the first year of implementation, 85% of academic staff up-
dated their profiles as opposed to 75 % over the previous three years. This has resulted in 
having more complete and up to date publication records in CRIS. The differences between 
coverage in Scopus and the master publication list are quite significant, particularly in the 
Colleges of Arts & Humanities, Social Sciences & Law, and Business (Table 1).
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UCD College Name
Scopus Total

2013-2017

UCD CRIS

Total

2013-
2017

Coverage 
in Sco-
pus/%

College of Arts & Humanities 228 1,539 14.80

College of Business 468 1,192 39.30

College of Engineering & Architecture 2,384 4,017 59.30

College of Health and Agricultural Sciences 4,017 6,540 61.40

College of Science 3,925 5,366 73.10

College of Social Sciences & Law 1,227 3,613 34.00

Grand Total 12,249 22,267 55.00

Table 1. Comparison of publications for academic staff only from 2013 to 2017 inclusive; Scopus data from SciVal 25 May 
2018; CRIS data from UCD RMS Profiles 14 June 2018

A qualitative study was conducted immediately after the second points statement release, 
between October 2017 and January 2018, to understand the perception of OBRSS, includ-
ing its benefits and shortcomings and potential changes in publication and research prac-
tices. The study includes: (i) a survey disseminated to all academic staff via email during a 
one-month period, (ii) Semi-structured interviews with eighteen participants of 25-55 min-
utes each, and (iii) Interviews with administrators involved in the implementation. Emerging 
themes include discretionary funding, consultation and implementation, motivation and 
morale (3). Whilst the data analysis is still ongoing, there are a few points worth noting. First, 
the response rate of the survey is only 17.76 % with an invitation and two follow-up prompts 
in a one-month period. As the OBRSS affects every academic staff in the university, it was 
expected that there would be more engagement. Second, most interview participants in 
the study stated that they have only checked the master publication list against their own 
publications. There is a general perception that their comments and suggestions on the 
construction of the list were not or would not be heard. Third, although there were mentions 
about submitting to open access journals using the discretionary fund, most did not con-
sider the inclusion on open access publications in the master publication list as an urgent 
matter. And lastly, albeit feedbacks for the master publication list were solicited by the Re-
search Office, the interview participants stated that there were no formal discussions about 
the Scheme or the master publication list. While a few interview participants indicated that 
there were some informal conversations, others stated that they kept away from talking 
about the OBRSS to avoid embarrassment and/or comparison. In sum, there is a general 
lack of participation and engagement in discussing the new research support scheme. The 
reasons are multifaceted and would require in-depth socio-cultural investigation. Never-
theless, the lack of discussion about OBRSS among other issues in scholarly publishing is 
thought provoking. 

In this presentation, I will discuss the necessity of open discussion based on Habermas (1) 
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concept of ideal speech situation. In an ideal speech situation, every agent has equal op-
portunity and right to express and negotiate meanings-of language, of action-which consti-
tute norms, standards, and  rules in a community and society at large. Using examples in the 
study of the OBRSS, I will argue that open discussion**  is a necessity in everyday academic 
life to reflect and make policy recommendations on issues such as open data and open 
science, responsible metrics, and ethical research.

Key words: open discussion, public discourse, Norwegian model, Output-Based Research 
Support Scheme, research evaluation
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ABSTRACT 

Systematic quality assurance in higher education and science in Croatia began in 2010 with 
the procedure of re-accreditation (1) of higher education institutions (HEIs) conducted by 
the Agency for Science and Higher Education (ASHE). Prior to 2010, similar procedures have 
been conducted in Croatia, but they had never been systematically carried out for all HEIs, 
by using the same criteria and European context. In the period 2010-2016, ASHE has re-ac-
credited all public and private HEIs in Croatia in accordance with the national regulations, 
but also in line with The Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European 
Higher Education Area (ESG) (2). Within the legally prescribed procedure of re-accredita-
tion, submission of an immense amount of data is required on all aspects of institution’s 
activities. Evaluation criteria are divided into 5 assessment areas, each consisting of several 
standards. Areas evaluated are: I) Internal quality assurance and the social role of the high-
er education institution, II) Study programmes, III) Teaching process and student support, 
IV) Teaching and institutional capacities and V) Scientific/artistic activity. Due to the differ-
ent characteristics of different types of HEIs, criteria for evaluation of universities and its 
constituents somewhat differ from criteria for polytechnics and colleges, mainly regarding 
teaching process and research. Collecting and analysing data on HEIs activities was found 
the most demanding and time-consuming part of the procedure, both for HEIs and ASHE. 
In order to optimize the re-accreditation process and to facilitate the delivery of HEI data, 
the existing ASHE information system for data collection – MOZVAG (3) had to be upgraded. 
Optimization of data collection in the re-accreditation process was done in 2017 through 
MOZVAG reconstruction, within the EU co-financed SKAZVO project (4). Within this project, 
workshops and consultations were organised with MOZVAG users at HEIs, and their feed-
back taken into account in system upgrade. The upgrade included more modules for enter-
ing the required data in the re-accreditation process, and possibility to take certain data-sets 
from other existing sources used by HEIs. Data on study programmes and teaching staff are 
primarily transferred from the ISVU system, used by most Croatian HEIs for recording teach-
ing process. Data on scientific production (bibliography) of HEIs can be entered directly in 
MOZVAG, but in cooperation with the Ruđer Bošković Institute and Croatian University Com-
puting Centre - Srce, additional efforts have been made to make The Croatian Scientific Bib-
liography database – CROSBI (5) more attractive to users, in a way that it was made possible 
to transfer data-sets from CROSBI to MOZVAG for those HEIs that compile and update their 
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data in CROSBI. It prompted HEIs to use CROSBI and make information about their scientific 
activities (more) publicly available. Additionally, redundancy of data was avoided because 
data is entered only once, in one database, from where it can be transferred to MOZVAG for 
the purposes of evaluation. The testing phase of the new MOZVAG system was carried out 
in late 2017 and early 2018. An upgraded system was tested on 7 HEIs of different profiles (5 
faculties, 1 college and 1 polytechnic), after which additional improvements were made. All 
HEIs undergoing reaccreditation in 2018 are using the new system. Integration of MOZVAG 
with the existing databases and feeding data directly into the information system instead 
of providing them in the form of tables within a document, has made a huge and important 
step forward in data analysis, both at the level of HEIs and the entire system of higher edu-
cation in Croatia. The benefit of system upgrades for HEIs is primarily the automatic creation 
and formatting of data tables that are required in the re-accreditation process. While ISVU is 
a closed information system, whereby data is owned by a HEI, CROSBI is an open platform 
where data is publicly available and provided by users themselves. This was the reason why 
CROSBI was recognised as a great potential source of information on scientific production 
and research activities, not only for the re-accreditation purposes, but also for achieving 
the goals of Open Access and Digital Single Market. During the upgrade of MOZVAG and 
through discussions on possible re-use of existing data in other databases used by HEIs, 
a great potential was seen for future improvements and integration. In addition to CROSBI, 
some other information (re)sources were found potentially interesting for the integration 
with MOZVAG and other ASHE databases. Some of them are Database of Croatian scientists 
“Who is who in Croatian Science”, Projects database and Database of Scientific Equipment 
and Instruments (Šestar), all maintained by the Ruđer Bošković Institute. All these databases 
have a common disadvantage - they are used on, more or less, voluntary basis; as a result, 
they are not comprehensive or regularly updated, and have data missing. Additional prob-
lem identified was a lack of unambiguous or clear definitionsfor certain data that need to be 
analysed (e.g. what exactly is a “scientific” vs. “professional” project, or how to distinguish “in-
ternationally renowned prominent scientists” with no relevant criteria provided). Hopefully, 
most of the mentioned issues will be resolved with development of Information system on 
Croatian Scientific Activity (CroRIS) that is being developed by Croatian Ministry of Science 
and Education and Srce, within EU funded project “Scientific and Technological Prediction”. 
Upgrade of the MOZVAG system showed that investing in better IT tools and integration of 
already existing sources of information is possible and desirable. If we want to improve the 
quality of data and information across the entire higher education sector, and consequently 
the quality of data used in re-accreditation, integration between different (and possibly al-
ready existing) sources of data is a prerequisite for ensuring well-informed decisions, both 
in quality assurance procedures and future strategic planning in this sector.

Key words: re-accreditation, agency for science and higher education, higher education 
institution, MOZVAG, CROSBI
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ABSTRACT

Aim: Croatian as well as international higher education institutions (HEI) rely on the univer-
sity ranking lists as one of the methods for institutional performance evaluation of HEI (1). 
There are a number of international university ranking lists, among which the most popular 
are Academic Ranking of the World Universities (ARWU) - Shanghai Ranking, Webometrics 
Ranking of World Universities, Times Higher Education Ranking (THE) and Quacqarelli-Sy-
monds Rankings (QS) (2). The organizations behind these ranking lists utilise various calcu-
lating methods based on which they determine the universities’ place on a scale, providing 
these institutions with lower or higher visibility in the academic world. One of the criteria 
used for university rankings is the scientific output of its researchers. The data on research 
productivity is mainly collected from the bibliographic and citation databases such as the 
Web of Science Core Collection (WOSCC) and Scopus. The accuracy of the collected data 
depends on, among many other things, the institutional affiliations authors state on their 
papers (3). Another reason for inaccurate data, aside from incorrectly stated institutional 
affiliation, can be related to the errors during indexing process by Clarivate Analytics or 
Elsevier.  The aim of this paper is to show that correctly stating the institutional affiliation in 
the scientific articles indexed in the WOSCC and Scopus databases, affects the number of 
papers attributed to that institution. 

Methods: The sample comes from the collection of scientific papers published from the 
beginning of 2007 to the end of 2017, written by authors who are research and teaching staff 
of two University of Split faculties: Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and Faculty 
of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture. WOSCC data-
base search was conducted in June and July of 2018 on a sample of 129 scientists from the 
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences and 102 scientists from the Faculty of Electrical 
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture. Scopus database search was 
conducted in August of 2018.

Results and Discussion: The results show that authors use different variants of names as 
their institutional affiliations, hence when searching by the listed affiliation a certain number 
of papers cannot be attributed either to the University of Split or to a particular faculty. The 
first step of the possible solution to this issue is producing the guidelines on how to cor-
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rectly state the affiliation to the University and its faculties or departments when submitting 
scientific articles to be published. The role of the academic libraries is to include in the ed-
ucation on searching the databases and other library resources the information about the 
rules and the importance of correctly stating the institutional affiliations. If, however, this kind 
of error still happens, the academic librarians are likely to detect it, and one of their roles 
could be to point it out to the authors. 

Conclusions: Such errors in the bibliographic descriptions lead to a smaller number of pa-
pers that were attributed to the University of Split and its faculties or departments. This may 
have also had an impact on some faculties’ position within the University, as well as on its 
placement on the international university ranking lists. Also, by regulating the institutions’ 
names when listed as authors’ affiliations, a higher quality analysis of scientific productivi-
ty in self-evaluations and comparisons with similar universities across the world could be 
done. 

Key words: university rankings, Web of Science Core Collection, Scopus, institution names, 
institutional affiliations 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, I will discuss open-access repositories of scientific and educational content 
with the example of the repository created within the project “e-Schools: Establish a sys-
tem for digitally mature schools (pilot project)”. To explain open-access repositories, it is 
necessary to define what is the digital repository. Digital repository is an online archive for 
the storage of digital content that includes scientific and  professional articles, digital edu-
cational content and other types of digital content that arise as a product of scientific and 
educational activity. Clifford A. Lynch (1) identified the repositories as the key scientific in-
frastructure in the digital age. There are several kinds of digital repositories like institution-
al, subject-specific, specialised, government. However, some digital repositories are freely 
available free of charge, and some are accessed with membership fees or authentication. 
Open repositories are available free of charge. Such repositories are based on the concept 
of open access. Open access (OA) means free access to information and unrestricted use of 
electronic resources for everyone. Any kind of digital content can be OA, from texts and data 
to software, audio, video, and multi-media. (UNESCO) According to Jacobs (2) an open-ac-
cess repository or open archive is a digital platform that holds research output and provides 
free, immediate and permanent access to research results for anyone to use, download and 
distribute. Open-access repositories allow free access to digital educational content and 
scientific and professional articles free of charge and authentication.

Patel (3) lists the following benefits of open-access repositories, as opposed to conventional 
digital institutional  repositories:

• Opening up outputs of the institution to a worldwide audience;
• Maximizing the visibility and impact of these outputs as a result;
• Showcasing the institution to interested constituencies – prospective staff, prospective 
students and other stakeholders;
• Collecting and curating digital output;
• Managing and measuring research and teaching activities;
• Providing a workspace for work-in-progress, and for collaborative or large-scale proj-
ects;
• Enabling and encouraging interdisciplinary approaches to research;
• Facilitating the development and sharing of digital teaching materials and aids, and
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• Supporting student endeavours, providing access to theses and dissertations and a lo-
cation for the development of e-portfolios.

An example of a Croatian repository of teaching materials “Edutorij”: Edutorij is a reposi-
tory of digital educational content that enables the publication, access, storage and sharing 
of digital educational content created primarily by teachers and students of Croatian pri-
mary and secondary schools as well as by professionals from other educational institutions 
(4). In addition to these content, the Edutorij contains educational material created on other 
CARNET systems and platforms as well as those created within the publishing industry. The 
Edutorij can store the following types of digital educational content: manuals, textbooks, 
books, lectures, workbooks, task collections, atlases, online courses, educational games, 
learning scenarios and lessons, lectures and scripts, final and seminar papers, educational 
modules, papers, journals and all other content related to education and teaching programs. 
Material input in Edutorij is enabled for all system users. For easier and simpler searches, all 
the materials stored in Edutorij are described by metadata based on the Learning Object 
Metadata standard developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE 
Standards Association). It is a standard for describing learning objects and other similar re-
sources used in learning and teaching to facilitate their finding and providing optimal in-
teroperability. Content can be organized in collections, which each user can create through 
Edutorij. The collections can be:

• private - closed only for one or more persons on a call,
• public - anyone who wants them can access either
• arranged - closed, but anyone can request access to the collection manager.

The special collections in Edutorij are special themed collections of materials such as all 
digital educational content created within the e-school project, or all the digital teaching 
materials from the CARNET School Portal. Editorial content does not necessarily go through 
the review before it is published, but for those who are reviewed it is included with the con-
tent itself. It is the responsibility of the author and content owner to ensure that it is accurate, 
expert, and grammatically correct.

Content quality indicators in the repository can be:

• social popularity of content - likes, share, ratings and comments of other system users
• peer review of teacher materials by its peers
• the “Editor’s Choice” tag that Edutorij editors provide with some content.

Research on the impact of the use of digital content repositories in the e-Schools proj-
ect: As part of the e-School project (5), a scientific research was carried out within of which 
the attitudes of the primary and secondary school teachers were examined. The research 
has shown a positive influence on teachers’ use of the repository on the development of 
digital competences of students. In addition, pupils whose teachers use the repository per-
ceive less of the disadvantages of using information and communication technologies (ICT) 
in teaching. Likewise, teachers using the repository have more general and specific digital 
competencies as well as a more positive attitude towards ICT. About 50 % of teachers claim 
that although they did not use the repository, they support their development for learning 
and teaching purposes. Furthermore, teachers who used the repository of educational ma-
terials in the final examination had a more positive attitude towards ICT than teachers who 
did not use the repository.
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Conclusions: The development of information and communication technologies enabled 
the creation of digital content, their publication and sharing over the Internet. Creating col-
lections of such content with the help of repositories for their storage and retrieval resulted 
in the availability of scientific and educational content. Open-access repositories of digital 
materials are an infrastructure prerequisite for affirmation of open science and open educa-
tion. Openness to science and education enables free access to scientific research results 
and open educational content and so does science and education more accessible to all 
levels of the population, which can lead to the progress of the society.

Key words: open access, open repositories, open education, “Edutorij”, e-school
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ABSTRACT

Aim: The aim of the paper is to analyse relevant provisions of the General Data Protection 
Regulation and the relevant Croatian legislation from the perspective of data controllers 
conducting institutional research, to present the status and limitations of data subject rights 
concerning reuse of personal data for research purposes, give perspective on potential 
application of the new administrative fines, personal liability and potentially damaging col-
lective actions and to offer suggestions de lege ferenda and comment on the institutional 
readiness to implement data protection adequately on the local and EU level.

Methods: The paper is based on comparative and historical legal analysis, interpretation of 
relevant legislation including EU regulations and directives, national laws and implementa-
tion acts as well as existing European and national case law and supervisory body decisions.

Results and Discussion: The new EU legal framework for protection of personal data al-
lows, if conditions are met, reuse of personal data obtained for purposes different from 
research. Legal systems of Member States should adopt specific provisions clarifying obli-
gations of data controllers.

Conclusion: Member States of the EU including Croatia, working through EDPB should 
coordinate to adopt specific national measures ensuring the safeguarding of data subject 
rights in line with data protection principles set by the General Data Protection Regulation.

Key words:  personal data, data protection, secondary use of data, EDPB, GDPR
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: This presentation aims at addressing the difficulties of providing a general and non-con-
fusing definition of authorship for international authors. It uses one of the international codes 
of conducts as an example, and will analyze the way authorship is being framed in it. Finally, 
it will provide suggestions on how the definition of authorship can be revised and strengthen 
to deal with some of the more common issues faced by international authors. Methods: It is 
often argued that the growth of international collaborations and the contribution of authors 
from different nationalities complicates the task of providing a robust and non-confusing 
definition of authorship (1-3). In this presentation, I’ll mention some difficulties of defining and 
communicating the norms of ethical authorship to members of international project groups. 
In doing so, the European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity (hereafter ECCRI) and its 
definition of authorship will be analyzed. I’ll flesh out ECCRI’s definition to see whether it is 
capable of guiding authors with different cultural backgrounds and normative assumptions. 

Results and Discussion: In its latest version published in March 2017, ECCRI mentions pub-
lication and dissemination as an important aspect of good research practice that should be 
conducted while taking the four principles of research integrity into account. These prin-
ciples include reliability, honesty, respect and accountability. In describing the context of 
publication and dissemination, ECCRI mentions issues such as the sequence of authorship, 
timely, open, transparent and accurate communication to the general public, acknowledg-
ing the important contribution of others and disclosing conflict of interests. Moreover, ECCRI 
defines author as one who has had “a significant contribution to the design of the research, 
relevant data collection, or the analysis or interpretation of the results” (4). In ECCRI’s defini-
tion, significant contribution to one of the following tasks including the design, data collec-
tion, analysis or interpretation of results, seem to be the necessary and sufficient condition of 
becoming an author. The definition provided by ECCRI, is different from other definitions of 
authorship, such as the one suggested by the World Association of Medical Editors (WAME). 
For instance, in terms of contribution, while WAME mentions “intellectual contribution” as a 
necessary quality of contributions that merit authorship (5), for ECCRI, mere contribution to 
the aforementioned task is enough. In this presentation, I will argue that although the ECCRI 
uses a modern and innovative method to define authorship, and uses a combination of nor-
mative elements (principles of research integrity) and descriptive elements (i.e. significant 
contribution to certain tasks), it could potentially fail in providing a robust and non-confusing 
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definition for international authors. I will show that the aforementioned principles of research 
integrity and the principles of respect and honesty in particular, seem to be too remote and 
general to address the problems that are faced by authors in international collaborations. 
Furthermore, as argued by others, the notion of “significant contribution” is prone to be in-
terpreted differently by various authors, and in different contexts (6), and as such, it is not the 
best descriptive prescription to address ethical issues in relation to contribution. I will argue 
that both descriptive and normative elements of the definition provided by the ECCRI could 
be painlessly improved. The descriptive element could be improved by adding the word 
‘intellectual’ to the notion of significant contribution. In relation to normative elements, I will 
argue that the principles of research integrity that are applicable to all facets of research 
are ill-equipped to address ethical issues of authorship, and in addition to those, separate 
values are needed to disambiguate and explain what good ‘publication and dissemination’ 
means. Conclusion: I’ll suggest that given the complexities involved in defining authorship, 
in addition to the fundamental principles of research integrity, other values that are specific 
to authorship should be discovered and attached to the definition of authorship. Moreover, 
as the notion of ‘significant contribution’ is prone to be misunderstood, defining authorship 
by using the ‘significant intellectual contribution’ is likely to be more meaningful and less 
confusing for international authors. 

Key words: scientific authorship, integrity, ethics, ALLEA
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: To assess differences in opinions and experiences of researchers, peer reviewers and 
editors regarding the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines (1), as well as 
perceptions of their work climate. 

Methods: We sent an online anonymous survey using the ConfirmIT survey platform to 100, 
355 researchers, peer reviewers and editors across all fields of science. The full survey pro-
tocol, as well as details of the research project Fostering Transparent and Responsible Con-
duct of Research: What can Journals do?, of which the survey was a part, are available on our 
projects’ data repository site (2). In short, the survey consisted of 5 parts: a) attitudes toward 
transparency in reporting and conducting research, b) perceptions of the work climate, c) 
perception of prevalence of detrimental research practices, d) knowledge of statistics, and 
e) socio-demographic data. The survey was sent out on 24 April 2018, with two reminders on 
9 and 24 May 2018, and closed on 12 June 2018. An ethical waiver for the study was obtained 
from the Medical Ethics Review Committee of the Academic Medical Center, University of 
Amsterdam. We report here preliminary results using absolute numbers and percentages 
based on number of respondents to each question, however, at the conference we plan to 
present the full results as specified in our protocol, and planned for august 2018, which will 
include exploring associations between respondents’ attitudes, their perception of the work 
climate, the frequency of detrimental research practices and the respondents’ sociodemo-
graphic characteristics. 

Results and Discussion: In total we had 3659 (3.6 %) respondents to the survey. The ma-
jority of the respondents were male (n=2037, 64.3 %), (senior) researchers (n=2183, 68.9 %) 
and were working at a university (n=1976, 62.2%). The respondents came from 126 different 
countries, most commonly USA (n=516, 16.2 %) and India (n=266, 8.3 %). While almost all 
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of the respondents (n=3462, 94.8%) stated authors should appropriately cite all data, ana-
lytic methods and materials used in the study; and almost three quarters of respondents 
(n=2675, 73.8 %) agreed that authors must follow appropriate reporting guidelines for dis-
closing key aspects of the research design and data analysis; less than two thirds (n=2174, 
59.9 %) thought the authors should deposit data to a trusted repository; only half (n=1810, 
49.9 %) that journals must verify that research findings are replicable using the deposited 
authors’ data and methods of analysis; and just over a fifth of respondents (n=751, 21.4 %) that 
authors should preregister their studies prior to conducting the research. In regards to the 
research environment, more than two thirds (n=2516, 72.7 %) of the respondents expressed 
difficulties in publishing studies with null or negative results, more than half stated (n=1893, 
55.7 %) there was insufficient funding available for research in their field, and almost one 
sixth of the respondents stated difficulties in obtaining ethics approval for their research 
(n=494, 14.5 %). Finally, in regards to prevalence of detrimental research practices, more than 
a third (n=1240, 37.9 %) of respondents stated that undeserved authorship (i.e. guest or gift 
authorship) was (very) prevalent, as was not citing prior relevant research (n=1089, 33.3 %). As 
with many large online surveys, our results should be interpreted with caution, due to the 
low response rate and possibility of a response bias of researchers interested in the topic. 
Nevertheless, it is (to the best of our knowledge), the largest and only survey conducted on 
researchers across all disciplines in regards to recommendations of TOP guidelines. 

Conclusions: Our preliminary results indicate that while a majority of respondents agreed 
with transparency in citing and proper reporting of research, less than two thirds felt that re-
search data should be deposited in trusted registries and just over a fifth that studies should 
be preregistered before the they have commenced. Additionally, respondents perceived 
high prevalence of several detrimental research practices, indicating that the behaviour of 
scientists still leaves much to be desired. 

Key words: open science, good publication practices, research assessment 
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ABSTRACT

Aim: This paper addresses the integration of a Named Entity Recognition and Disambig-
uation (NERD) service within a group of open access (OA) publishing digital platforms and 
considers its potential impact on both research and scholarly publishing. This application, 
called entity-fishing, was initially developed by Inria in the context of the EU FP7 project 
CENDARI (1) and provides automatic entity recognition and disambiguation against Wikipe-
dia and Wikidata. Distributed with an open-source licence, it was deployed as a web service 
in the DARIAH infrastructure hosted at the French HumaNum.

Methods: In the paper, we focus on the specific issues related to its integration on five OA 
platforms specialized in the publication of scholarly monographs in social sciences and 
humanities as part of the work carried out within the EU H2020 project HIRMEOS (High Inte-
gration of Research Monographs in the European Open Science infrastructure). 

Results and Discussion: In the first section, we give a brief overview of the current status 
and evolution of OA publications, considering specifically the challenges which OA mono-
graphs are encountering. In the second part, we show how the HIRMEOS project aims to 
face these challenges by optimizing five OA digital platforms for the publication of mono-
graphs from the SSH and ensuring their interoperability. In the sections three and four we 
then give a comprehensive description of the entity-fishing service, focusing on its concrete 
applications in real use cases together with some further possible ideas on how to exploit 
the generated annotations. 

1. Challenges and Perspectives for OA Digital Monographs
The publication of scholarly monographs in OA is of great benefit to researchers, both as 
authors and as readers: it increases the visibility of their publications, ensures a wider dis-
semination of research results in international and interdisciplinary contexts, enables added 
value such as comprehensive indexing and also allows the innovative design of traditional 
formats. However, adopting open access publishing models for scholarly monographs is 
still slower than for scholarly essays (2). In order to simplify the integration of monographs 
in the Open Access universe, several infrastructures and services have been developed in 
recent years: OAPEN (Open Access Publishing in European Networks, 2010); OpenEdition 
Books (2012); Open Monograph Press (2012); Ubiquity Press (2012); The Directory of Open 
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Access Books (DOAB, 2012); Knowledge Unlatched (2012); and the JSTOR Open Access 
Book Programme (2016). Nevertheless, the landscape of academic publishing has so far 
remained highly fragmented along various national, linguistic and subject-specific lines, 
particularly in SSH (3). The current uncoordinated situation represents a major obstacle to 
the optimal dissemination of research results of the SSH disciplines and their impact on the 
structures of open science.

2. The H2020 HIRMEOS Project
The HIRMEOS project focuses on the monograph as a significant mode of scholarly com-
munication in SSH and tackles the main obstacles to the full integration of five large-scale 
platforms supporting open access content. The main objective of HIRMEOS is to optimise 
five OA digital platforms for the publication of monographs from the SSH and to ensure their 
interoperability. An integrated publishing system would support scientific work by fostering  
basic research activities - the so-called scholarly primitives - i.e. writing, finding, annotating, 
referencing, assessing, exemplifying, presenting, as well as elementary activities in the dig-
ital field such as searching in browsers, connecting digital texts, collecting data, scanning 
and creating standards of data handling (data practices) (4). HIRMEOS intends to transform 
collections of passive documents into corpora of enriched texts. More specifically, the par-
ticipating platforms will be enhanced with services that enable identification, authentication 
and interoperability (via DOI, ORCID, FundRef), the annotation of monographs, the gathering 
of usage and alternative metric data, as well as using tools - like entity-fishing - that enrich 
the text with linked data.

3. Entity Resolution Service
With the digital information explosion, over the last few decades the extraction and reso-
lution of entities has been studied extensively (5,6) and has become a crucial task in large-
scale text mining activities. Entity extraction and resolution is the task of determining the 
identity of entities mentioned in a text against a knowledge base representing the reality of 
the domain under consideration. This could be the recognition of generic Named Entities 
suitable in general purpose subjects, like person name, location, organisation name and so 
on, but also the resolution of specialist entities in different domains. Entity-fishing addresses 
these needs and provides a generic service for entity extraction and disambiguation (NERD) 
against Wikidata, supporting possible further adaptations for applications to specialist do-
mains. This allows it to be independent of a particular framework and usage scenario for 
maximum reuse. Entity-fishing API allows the processing of different input (raw or partially 
annotated texts, PDF, search query), different languages and different formats. Entity-fishing 
employs supervised Machine Learning algorithms for both the recognition and the disam-
biguation tasks using training data generated from Wikipedia article structures (7). 

4. Entity-fishing Integration: Applications, Use Cases and Beyond
The integration of the service during the HIRMEOS project was supervised and measured 
by different levels of increasing complexity (from the access to the API to the creation of 
new services using the generated data). After having successfully completed the basic in-
tegration to the API, each partner could choose to use the annotations based on their own 
needs and practices. The results have been summarised as a set of use cases, providing an 
initial feedback on common needs among publishing platforms.
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One of the most implemented use cases was the enhanced facet search based on enti-
ties extracted from the library content. Targeting Named Entity of Person and Location, the 
users were able to further restrict their search to some content-based information. This 
functionality required processing the entire collection and indexing all the generated anno-
tations. A variant of this idea was the automatic generation of a word cloud at the repository 
level; in this way the users were able to access the most important concepts present in the 
monographs hosted at the digital library. An interesting evolution which could improve the 
search quality would be the generation of the word cloud at the search or book level, the 
cloud being updated at each query as the user narrows down the number of results. The 
annotations could in this way help to achieve better and quicker understanding of the spe-
cific and disciplinary language of certain monographs and so encourage non-specialists to 
use them. In this way, exploiting NERD annotations would foster interdisciplinary research. 

Other partners worked on a different approach, more focused on enhancing the visualisa-
tion of the monograph, by supporting annotation generated by entity-fishing to the mono-
graphs’ landing page in order to automatically annotate content and seamlessly visualise 
it to the users. This visualisation could be further enhanced by having a slider at the side 
of the page that allows users to reduce or increase the detail of the annotations based on 
occurrence or type of entity. Finally, another interesting aspect pursued was the possibility 
to group books by their content extracted entities. Linking related books is one of the keys 
to boosting dissemination. Classic recommendation systems attempt to suggest additional 
articles or products the user might be interested in by exploiting the user’s purchase history 
or the navigation. This could have a big impact on the dissemination in open access mono-
graph catalogues. A simpler approach (which would not require collecting any user data) 
would be to process the generated annotations with clustering techniques. This would en-
able more cluster configurations, exploiting different aspects (domains, similarity, frequen-
cy, etc.) of the collection annotations.

There are indeed many more ideas that could be implemented to improve the user expe-
rience in terms of navigation or search. The search box could be improved by adding an 
additional layer dealing with disambiguation in the query in order to expand it to match the 
correct concept among several ambiguous possibilities. Entity-fishing could be also inte-
grated in the process of feature generation as recommended by the CORE (https://core.
ac.uk/), extracting concepts to be used as keywords for linking research outputs together. 
Another challenging idea is the possibility to extract all events and temporal expressions in 
order to build a timeline visualisation graph at the collection or book level. These use cas-
es are applicable not only to other publishing platforms in SSH but potentially to any open 
access repository. 

Conclusions: We show that entity-fishing annotations can improve both research and 
publishing process. Entity-fishing annotations can be used to achieve a better and quick-
er understanding of the specific and disciplinary language of certain monographs and so 
encourage non-specialists to use them. In addition, a systematic implementation of the 
entity-fishing service can be used by publishers to generate thematic indexes within book 
collections to allow better cross-linking and query functions. 

Key words: Named Entity Recognition and Disambiguation (NERD), entity-fishing, open ac-
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cess, monographs, digital publishing platforms
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: Changes have started with term of open source software1 which has brought a signif-
icant changes into the field of software production. For some period of time the term was 
reserved for information technology (IT) industry but idea of openness spread to all other 
fields of human interest, education, science, publishing, etc. In the field of education, espe-
cially, language learning there are open systems and its tools which offers free access to 
large language databases and materials called corpora. Main aim of this abstract is to pres-
ent three largest Croatian computer corpora which have open access and can be used as 
open educational resources for language teachers, lecturers, researches, lexicographers, 
linguists and students. All conclusions and statements presented in this abstract are based 
of PhD research and thesis about influence of computer corpora in learning Croatian as 
second and foreign language2. 

Methods: One of the definition of corpus states that corpus “is a collection of texts, writ-
ten or spoken, which is stored on a computer” (1) and other author states that corpus is “a 
systematic collection of naturally occurring texts”(2). For Croatian language there are three 
corpuses that do not charge fee for their use and are available online. The biggest corpus 
is Croatian Web Corpus (hrWaC) with more than 1.9 billion tokens and it is built from the .hr 
top-level domain. Corpus is lemmatized and morphosyntactically annotated (3) so it can be 
used for different types of linguistic researches. Croatian National Corpus (HNK) is example 
of balanced corpus that consists of filtered content that is organized into several categories 
which include Croatian literary work and newspapers, and journals. He is also divided into 
two main parts regarding the certain time period, content that has been created from year 
1990 till now and contend that has been created before year of 1990. Third corpus that is 
available online is Croatian Language Corpus3 which consists of newspaper text and literary 

* E-mail: kristina.posavec@erf.hr
1 Open source software is software which original programming (source) code has been made 
available for sharing and modifying under the open source licences. Definition is available at: 
https://opensource.org/osd-annotated
2 Title of PhD thesis: The Role of Language Corpora in Teaching Croatian as a Second and Foreign 
Language. Faculty of Humanities and Social Science, University of Zagreb, 2017.
3 Corpus is available through its own interface at following hyperlink: http://riznica.ihjj.hr/philolog-
ic/Cijeli.whizbang.form.hr.htm
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work from second half of 19th century till today. It is significantly smaller than hrWaC and 
HNK but it is interesting because he offers overview of language evaluation through certain 
period of time. hrWaC and HNK are available for users through software NoSketchEngine. 
It is important to emphasise that mentioned corpora are not only existing Croatian corpora 
but they are one of biggest corpuses which offer unlimited and free access for users. 

NoSketchEngine is an open-source project that is free version of commercial software 
SketchEngine which usage must be paid. One of main differences between those two soft-
ware is in number of functionalities and tools that paid version (SketchEngine) offers. Main 
goal and purpose of both software is the same – providing users with large language da-
tabase for language learning, conducting linguistics researches and language analysis. 
NoSketchEngine is “combining Manatee and Bonito into a powerful and free corpus man-
agement system where Manatee is a corpus management tool including corpus building 
and indexing, fast querying and providing basic statistical measures and Bonito is a graph-
ical user interface to corpora maintained by Manatee. It is a web interface written in Python 
which can be running under any webserver supporting the CGI4.” (4). It is example of free 
technology which is used for creating open language database for any language in the 
world. Main aim of these kind of open technology and its tools is free access for all inter-
ested users, mainly teachers, lecturers, students, researches, etc. to have accessible and 
free entrance to large language materials for educational and research purpose. NoSketch-
Engine must be downloaded, install, hosted and administered (4) if user wants to create 
his own corpus and put it online. For that to do user must have well developed technical 
skills and knowledge (e.g. programming skills). Usage of software and its tools is provided 
under the GNU GPL5 license version 2. This license guarantee user the freedom to share 
and change free software and its main aim is to make sure the software is free for all its 
users. Preamble of GNU General Public Licence states that it is “designed to make sure 
that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service 
if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change 
the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these 
things.“ (5). The hrWaC and HNK are available thru NoSketchEngine interface and have free 
access to its materials and data. The hrWaC is distributed under the Creative Commons - 
Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International (CC-BY-SA 4.0) license6 which states that users can 
share and adapt materials for any purpose even commercially which means that users can 
download entire hrWaC corpus and use it. On the other hand HNK corpus has restricted use 
about downloading its materials and his licence is proprietary and its use is restricted for ac-
ademic purpose only and it is not for commercial use. Distribution rights holder is University 
of Zagreb, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences. Croatian Language Corpus is similar 
to HNK corpus because users cannot download entire corpus but they can freely search it 
and use data which they collected from its search. All rights are reserved by Institute of Cro-

4 Common Gateway Interface is a set of rules for running scripts and programs on a Web server. It 
specifies what information is communicated between the Web server and clients' Web browsers 
and how the information is transmitted. Definition is available at: https://techterms.com/definition/
cgi.
5 General Public License. Available at: https://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/gpl-2.0.html
6 Creative Commons License. Available at: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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atian Language and Linguistics. All three corpora provide free access to users for collecting, 
searching and using data from its language databases but only hrWaC corpus users can 
download completely for their use. Research was conducted with lecturers from Centre for 
Croatian as Foreign and Second Language (Croaticum) at Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Science, University of Zagreb. Selected lectures prepared their teaching materials using 
hrWaC corpus and its tools. After their preparation they introduce their students with corpus 
and presented them with materials which were corpus based. Research was conducted 
using two corpus teaching approaches: direct and indirect use of corpus in classroom7 (6). 

Results and Discussion: It has been proven that hrWaC, HNK and Croatian Language Cor-
pus as language databases can be used for learning Croatian language through research 
which was conducted among lecturers at Croaticum. Lecturers can use them as open edu-
cational resources for preparing teaching materials, creating language exercise and exams 
for their students, for exploring different meaning of words, etc. Openness of corpus as lan-
guage database can provide useful insights into authentic language use, frequency of vo-
cabulary and collocations, different meaning of particular word depending on it surrounding 
content, explanation of local idioms, insight into local customs, habits and culture, etc. 

Conclusion: Teachers and lecturers which uses corpora have more freedom in selecting 
educational and teaching materials, students have open access to corpus and its data and 
they can use it for language learning and for improving their language skills whenever they 
want. Information and materials are always accessible for both teachers and students with-
out paying fee for using corpus. 

Because of it free use and access these corpuses are excellent example of open educa-
tional resources for language learning, preparing teaching materials, conducting linguistics 
researches and many more. With these in mind we can conclude that is achieved one of 
main goals of computer corpora - free, remote and unlimited access for searching lan-
guage content (7) that is available for everyone. 

Key words: corpus, open educational resource, language, learning 
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ABSTRACT

Aim: In this presentation, an overview of different ways of sharing and archiving data will be 
given to help researchers choose a data repository that will suit their needs and resources.

Approach: Based on the information available in reports and recommendations of various 
research infrastructure projects, funder requirements, and published literature about data 
repositories, different ways of data sharing and archiving are identified, described and com-
pared.

Results: Data archiving and publishing is an integral part of proper data management. Re-
searchers should, among other things in their Data Management Plans, consider where 
and how will they store their data after the project ends, and how will they make the data 
available for reuse. They are sometimes encouraged by the funders to make their data FAIR 
(1) - findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable, meaning that considering usability 
of the data, not just storing them in a repository, is an important issue (2). It can be argued 
that the data that are properly documented, reviewed for quality, searchable in catalogues, 
and citable in articles can be “counted” in evaluations as a normal scientific publication (3). 
This may not be the case if the data are published on researcher’s website or in a similar 
way without proper metadata and documentation as the most important consideration for 
usability of the data and without any guarantee that the data will be available for long in 
the future. Publishing and archiving data are complimentary services and both require that 
data are equipped with metadata and documentation. Through archiving, data are stored 
and preserved in readable form for long- term, while publishing is more focused on data 
dissemination and findability. Several routes for publishing and archiving data are available 
today and they can be roughly categorised as follows: journal supplementary material ser-
vice, institutional data repository, general-purpose repository, and domain specific reposi-
tory (4). These service providers differ in the level and scope of services they are offering and 
they may or may not be appropriate for the intended and permitted future use of a specific 
dataset. All of them will make the data available for re- use and will put some effort in data 
dissemination and promotion activities, but some will only allow a basic set of metadata 
and documentation and may not comply with the funder’s or journal publisher’s require-
ments. Some are more likely to accept only the complete, selected and reviewed data-
sets in specific domain of research, while others are accepting a wide range of data types 
from different domains and will accept only parts of the dataset on which a publication was 
based. Some may offer expert advice and support in data management and publishing, and 
others are setting up self-archiving service with minimal support for data providers and data 
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users. In addition, there might be some charges for publishing, and some publishers may 
keep the data behind a subscription wall or claim copyright over data. Any route is likely to 
be sufficient for low complexity data or for data that are not personal or sensitive, or if, for 
some reason, it is not so important for the data to be available for long time in the future. If 
a dataset is worth archiving and preserving because it cannot be crated again (e.g. social 
sciences data, meteorological data), or if the data are personal and sensitive in nature, re-
searchers are strongly advised to archive and publish the data in one of the trustworthy data 
repositories. These are usually domain-specific and striving to offer wide range of services 
to achieve the full potential of FAIR principles. They cultivate specialist domain knowledge 
in data management and ensure that datasets are equipped with all relevant metadata, 
documentation, additional information and tools needed to understand the data, ethical 
and legal issues are clarified (confidentiality, protection, licencing), file formats are appro-
priate for long-term preservation, access conditions are applied to assure confidentiality 
and data protection, persistent identifiers are used for identification and citation purposes, 
and more. Trustworthiness is achieved through compliance with certification requirements, 
which cover organisational, technical, financial, legal, and other aspects of running a data 
repository. The CoreTrustSeal (5) consists of 16 requirements that are describing the char-
acteristics of trustworthy repositories and offers a core level of certification for data reposi-
tories. Empirically comparing and evaluating different data repositories is not a simple task 
because criteria for such evaluations have yet to be developed. In addition, it has to be kept 
in mind that research infrastructures that facilitate scientific communication through sup-
port for sharing, discovering and curating data and publications produced by researchers, 
are in rapid development (6). Comparisons are hard, if not impossible, between different 
fields of science because of substantial differences in types of data and ways of (re)using 
data that exist in different fields. One possible approach is to first identify important charac-
teristics of data publishing and then to assess individual repositories on these aspects (7). 
Another approach is to examine perceptions and satisfaction of users who are re-using data 
available in repositories (8).

Conclusion: No one solution for data publishing fits all the diversity of researcher’s needs, 
data types and sizes. Not all data services providers invest the same amount of effort in or-
der to make the data fully understandable and to prepare the data for long time preserva-
tion. Research databases that contain personal and sensitive data, as well as datasets that 
cannot be created again, should be published and archived in trustworthy domain-specific 
data repository to ensure its usability and longevity.

Key words: data management, data archiving, data publishing, FAIR principles, CoreTrust-
Seal
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: Research evaluation in legal science is a delicate and complex process due to the fact 
that legal disciplines are not monolithic: there are profound differences between the various 
branches of law, for which the tools of communication are very different. Legal scholarship 
is both the science of law and one of the authoritative and influencing sources of that law 
(1). This is why there is a strict correlation between legal science and legal practice (2). As a 
result, legal science has to pass two “exams”: a quality test within legal academia, which first 
evaluates its robustness as scientific research and secondly, assesses the pertinence and 
relevance to legal practice. These overlapping dimensions produce legally relevant knowl-
edge, which should both be considered in the process of evaluating legal science. 

Methods: In this context two research studies have been carried out, both of which provid-
ed significant results concerning the evaluation of legal scholarship in Italy. The first study 
was conducted by the Institute of Legal Information Theory and Techniques of the National 
Research Council (ITTIG) on the assessment of legal research monographs in Italy (3). The 
Project’s objective was to check both the possibility and opportunity to identify bibliometric 
indicators that can support the peer review process. A structured questionnaire was sent to 
4,729 professors and researchers of Italian universities, identified using the public database 
of the Ministry of Education, Universities and Research (MIUR). Scholars belong to the 21 
subject areas which make up the area of legal sciences. 4,645 invitations to participate have 
been sent via email. The invitations have arrived to 4,501 respondents (target population) 
representing 95.2 % of the workforce resulting in the Ministry database. The questionnaire 
was made available online for three months and a total of 1,241 answers were received, rep-
resenting about 26 % of the target population. 

The second study, a survey on evaluation process of legal journals identified as A rated jour-
nals, fits precisely in this panorama. This survey, always conducted by ITTIG in the second 
semester of the 2017 until March 2018, was focused on the peer review process and evalu-
ation criteria indicated in the most important Italian legal journals. 

The list of legal journals taken into consideration for our survey is updated to March 2018 
and includes 96 journals. The aim of the survey is to provide an overview of the situation of 

* Corresponding author: E-mail:  peruginelli@ittig.cnr.it 
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the review process of the A-rated Italian legal journals. In particular, the intent is to verify if 
and which procedures have been adopted by the various legal journals for the evaluation 
of the individual submissions, if, among them, can be identified some prevailing ones and 
what are, if existing, the specific qualitative criteria to be followed in order to accept and 
publish the contribution. Identifying the indications on the evaluation of the papers has not 
always been immediate and simple. In most cases the indications were found at the begin-
ning or at the end of the contribution, however, in some cases, the journal did not show any 
indication except for referring to the journal’s website. Greatest difficulties were encoun-
tered when the journals provided an evaluation procedure referring to each single paper, so 
that the evaluation indications were to be found at the beginning of each contribution. It is to 
be noted that 6 % of the journals considered did not present any reference to an evaluation 
process and that certain contributions were not subject to evaluation, as they are written by 
«scholars of prestige and clear fame». In this case, it is the Editor, the unique responsible 
for the publication. Object of the analysis were therefore those class A journals that present 
indications on the evaluation procedures.

Results and Discussion: The first research study on books should start from the assumption 
that the solution to address the first survey on books should be found in a mixed approach 
including primarily the result of a qualitative assessment, integrated by a quantitative as-
sessment. The core of the questionnaire concerned the opinion of respondents on a num-
ber of indicators to support the evaluation of the quality of legal monographs. Respondents 
have been asked to indicate the usefulness of some specific indicators (15) so to define the 
quality, the impact on scientific community and the societal impact of a monograph. Four 
possible rating (high, fair, low, none) have been proposed to respondents. On the basis of re-
spondents’ answers a ranking of indicators has been obtained. The Fig. 1 shows the ranking 
of the indicators with regard to each quality dimension.

Fig. 1. Ranking of indicators with regard to each quality dimension

Furthermore, if we refer to the first five positions - summarized in Table 1 - it emerges that for 
the quality and the impact on scientific community, there is consensus on indicators con-
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sidered as more reliable. On the other hand, it is not surprising that, as regards the societal 
impact, different indicators are ranked in the fourth and fifth position. However, this ranking 
should be read as an overall skeptical view on the concept of societal impact referred to 
legal monographs, which is very difficult to define and also very hard to assess (as clearly 
evidenced in the comments to the question related to such dimension of quality). In general 
terms and with regard to the most commonly used indicator in STEM, neither indexing in 
existing citation databases or specifically created for the legal domain nor the number of 
citations received are considered robust indicators.

 

Quality Impact on scientific 
community Societal impact

1°
Inclusion in a particular 
series with special 
characteristics (review 
process…)

Inclusion in a particular series 
with special characteristics 
(review process…)

Availability in the catalogs of 
national and international libraries

2° Publisher
Availability in the catalogs 
of national and international 
libraries

Publisher

3°
Availability in the 
catalogs of national and 
international libraries

Publisher
Inclusion in a particular series with 
special characteristics (review 
process…)

4° Reviews in scientific 
journals Reviews in scientific journals Number of downloads in case of 

monograph available online

5° Reporting in scientific 
journals

Reviews in specific scientific 
journals (only highly ranked 
journals)

Number of copies sold 

Table 1. Indicators of quality and impact on scientific community and society

In conclusion, from the analysis of the survey and literature a number of factors have been 
emerged. In the field of law, monographs are definitely works with greater scope and they 
are used as a paramount criterion for promotion decisions by universities. The central role 
(if not exclusive) of the peer review is undeniable. However, measures should be taken to 
avoid the risk of subjectivity of judgment. Indicators are certainly useful to orient the eval-
uation, but cannot be strictly applied as the result of mere mathematical and statistical 
analysis, easily exposed to erroneous and arbitrary use. There is an implicit availability of 
publisher ranking but no consensus to the formalization of such ranking. Nevertheless, the 
weight of the container (editorial series, publishers) should not be emphasized, rather the 
debate should focus on the transparency of procedures in the selection and review of re-
search outputs. 

The use of different languages and the value of international cooperation must not be held 
as an indicator of quality, but must hold a very important place in certain areas of law. On the 
other hand, it should be noted that in legal research matters the exasperation of this trend 
could lead to paradoxical and pernicious effects.

The societal impact of legal monographs remains a very hard issue. According to the Italian 
respondents, there is no real societal impact of legal monographs. However, some mono-
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graphs may indeed influence judges or lawmakers’ opinion, mainly by virtue of author’s 
prestige and their argumentative capacity.

On the basis of the second survey on peer review process of legal periodicals, the final re-
sults show that 10.2 % of the journals taken into account do not refer to the modalities of the 
evaluation activity and, nevertheless, to the criteria for the revision of the contributions. 23 
journals out of 96 give importance to a preliminary phase which is preparatory to the actual 
evaluation activity by one or more referees. This phase consists in an initial selection of the 
papers in which the Director, assisted by the Editorial Board, checks whether the content of 
the contribution reflects the disciplinary orientation and scientific approach of the journal 
and whether the paper meets the formal characteristics required for the publication: for 
example if it respects a specific electronic format and a predetermined length. After being 
accepted the article can follow the next step of the proper evaluation process, otherwise 
the contribution is sent back to the author with the indications of the reasons why it has 
been rejected or with the suggestions of a series of changes to be made in order for the 
paper to be accepted.

Even where the evaluation process is provided, 37.5 % of legal journals do not specify wheth-
er the evaluation process is up to internal or external referees; 22. 9% of the journals do not 
show any indication of the number of referees; 12.5 % of the journals do not provide any 
information about the anonymity or not of the referees; finally, 37.5 % of the journals, while 
mentioning the anonymity of the reviewers, do not specify the type (single blind, double 
blind peer review or open peer review). Only 10 journals (10.4 %) expressly provide the ex-
istence and conservation of the evaluation report of the contribution to the management 
committee, the Editorial staff or the publisher. The reporting systems, while having strategic 
importance both in relation to the traceability of the refereeing process, and with regard to 
the responsibility of the referees themselves, are not widely used in the Italian scenario.

Furthermore, only 16.6 % of the journals refer to qualitative evaluation criteria such as rele-
vance of the subject, correctness of the methodological approach, adequacy of the essen-
tial bibliography, order and clarity, originality of the contribution, practical utility of the ideas 
expressed, adequacy of the documentation. 

Conclusions: The described Italian surveys on legal monographs and periodicals provide 
a framework which empirically confirms the state of the Italian debate on the evaluation of 
scientific legal outputs. Italian legal scholars evaluate the quality of their scientific produc-
tion using qualitative methods rather than bibliometric. Under the influence of the exact 
sciences, they are now encouraged to follow the evaluation model used for such sciences. 
However, this process is not obvious. It is possible to affirm, based upon the answers to the 
two surveys and the Italian and foreign literature, that the assessment of the quality of re-
search in legal sciences must take into account a number of important factors.

Quality indicators should not be imposed upon legal scholars from a top down perspective, 
Moreover it is necessary to think of a quality assessment of the results more transparent and 
comparable at the international level.  In such a direction harmonisation of legal research 
assessment exercises at European level is desirable and legal scholars should maintain a 
leading role in order to avoid negative effects (restrictions on academic freedom, approval 
...) and to avoid that the market imposes restrictions on academic freedom under the guise 
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of managing the quality of research results.  

This approach is confirmed by the work of some foreign legal scholars (4,5) who have been 
working for years in the field of legal sciences methodology. A European approach to har-
monize the evaluation process of legal science could be perhaps the only one which can 
save countries from academic habits that are stratified in the past, and which gave rise 
to questionable and degenerative phenomena, especially in the areas of recruitment. The 
establishment of harmonized standards or quality indicators generally accepted is a chal-
lenge to be conquered despite the differences among national evaluation methods, differ-
ent publishing legal cultures and the many academic traditions.

Key words: legal journal, legal monographs, evaluation, peer review
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: The aim of the presentation is to establish whether peer review of research data is fea-
sible or even necessary. While this bold introduction may suggest that the presentation will 
provide a definitive answer to all questions related to the research data peer review, it isn’t 
so. Peer review of research data is no new concept but it is still developing. The problem 
of research data management in general originates from the analogue era and continues 
in the digital era in which the quantity of the research data is increasing fast: “It is doubling 
in size every two years, and by 2020 the digital universe – the data we create and copy an-
nually – will reach 44 zettabytes, or 44 trillion gigabytes” (1). Today, when the research data 
are gradually becoming very powerful tool in research and scientific publishing, data users 
(readers and peer reviewers) still have rarely access and resources necessary to verify a 
manuscript’s results by analysis of the research data (2). Like scientific papers, research 
data can be also published. Data publication is a process of data available on the internet 
for as long as possible (3). To become available in the long term, the research data should 
be collected, described / annotated, stored and assessed / verified / peer reviewed. The 
research data can be collected and stored in digital repositories alone or in combination 
with other data or scientific material. Peer review of research data serves to increase trust 
in scientific data and results and enable datasets to be evaluated and certified for quali-
ty (3). It “allows the validity of data and results  to  be  judged  for  quality  by  a  research  
community  before  dissemination” (4). The national academy press, 2009. Assessment / 
verification / peer review of the research data is equally important and difficult because the 
research data originate from different branches of science, are created by different scien-
tific methods, by different instruments and people in different environments. Grootveld and 
van Egmond (5) published a pilot study on peer review of the research data and focused 
on the following aspect of the research data for their evaluation: the data quality; quality of 
the documentation; completeness of the data; consistency of the data set (if applicable); 
structure of the data set (if applicable); usefulness of the file formats. Malhotra and Marder 
(6) reviewed the main aspects of the research data peer review process and stressed that
the data are important to the quality of the research article. In comparison to the peer review
of research articles, the peer review of data requires different skills and approaches. Due to
the number of problems the peer review of data “is often inconsistent or outright absent,
and that is hurting every field where data is not subject to the same rigorous standards as
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the manuscript itself” (2). Peer reviewers need access to the research data to be able to 
verify that the methods described in the manuscript do in fact produce the results present-
ed (2). This verification process is still less common in today’s scientific practice and is not 
streamlined as we would like it to be and data are still quite rarely independently assessed 
/ verified. According to Callaghan (7) the research data peer review could be split the review 
into different types, each asking different questions: “1. Editorial review – “Does the dataset 
have a permanent identifier?” “Is the dataset stored in a trusted repository?” “Are the access 
conditions clearly laid out and following journal guidance?”; 2. Technical review – “Is the 
data in an appropriate, community standard, format?” “Are tools and services provided to 
facilitate visualisation and manipulation of the data?” “Is there enough metadata so that non 
specialist users can understand what the data is and how it was collected?”; and 3. Scientific 
review – “Is the metadata provided accurate?” “Are there suspicious values in the data that 
shouldn’t be (e.g. are there negative values for rain rate)?” “Is the dataset fit for the purpose 
it was collected for?” “Is the dataset suitable for any other uses?” Based on the available 
information resources about this topic, we can say that there is a lot to be done in develop-
ment of the research data peer review. It is a new and propulsive area which will demand 
cooperation between many stakeholders in science.

Methods: Literature review, comparison of available (rare) documents for research data ver-
ification/assessment/peer review and data management.

Results and Discussion: The process of research data peer review is new and develop-
ing process. As such, it lacks tools, procedures and even stability when compared to the 
peer review of research articles. For instance, the research data should be described / an-
notated and well managed with the goal that they should be discovered and re-used for 
downstream investigations, either alone, or in combination with newly generated data (8). 
The process of preparing and documenting data for sharing must be streamlined with bet-
ter planning, education, and tools, and it will always take time and effort (9). The last step, 
assessment/verification/peer review of the research data is equally important and difficult 
because the research data originate from different branches of science, are created by dif-
ferent scientific methods, by different instruments and people in different environments. 
Additional problem is that there is a lack quality standards and quality assessment methods 
for the research data (10). Some reviewers have this skillset while others will need to acquire 
it (2). It is a new and propulsive area, which will demand education and cooperation between 
many stakeholders in science.

Conclusion: The research data peer review will continue to develop as the quantity of the 
research data increases. Publishers and librarians as well as other stakeholders in science 
should collaborate more intensively in the process of creation of tools and procedures in 
research data assessment / verification and peer review.

Key words: peer review, research data, feasibility
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ABSTRACT

Aim: Peer review is about evaluating research for publication, but also the very related issue 
of research funding. In the context of research funding, peer review is seen as an essential 
and highly trusted component of selecting research proposals with the greatest potential 
for contributing to scientific progress and technological innovation. In recent years, there 
has been a growing interest and increasing move towards university industry research col-
laborations within Ireland (e.g. LERO (1) and internationally, posing unique challenges for 
research (2), increasing interest and focus in the context of awarding funding grants, and re-
newed questions around policy and best practice in the context of the peer reviewing such 
proposals. For example, ‘industry and university are governed by different belief systems 
[goals] and associated practices’ (3) whereby managerial challenges, misaligned industry 
expectations, conflicts of interest and research ethics concerns are amongst a number of 
challenges experienced. Given increasing focus, and proliferation of different types of Uni-
versity Industry Collaborations (UIC), and related publication outcomes growing in number 
and importance (4), there has been limited corresponding reflection and adaption of the 
traditional peer review process for these types of projects. For example, how best to pre-
dict successful research outcomes and impact, whilst protecting both academic and in-
dustry interests, including the integrity of the research process and results? In our study we 
are investigating the particular area of industry/academic collaborative research projects 
and what is different about evaluating them compared to conventional academic research 
projects. Our research project investigates what the literature and key stakeholders have 
identified as distinctive within industry/academic research in terms of how this should in-
form adapting aspects of peer review and/or considerations for peer-reviewers, in order to 
perform well as an evaluation tool.

Methods:  Using the case of ‘Science Foundation Ireland’(5) SFI (the largest research fund-
ing body in Ireland), data collection involves exploring experiences, perceptions and prac-
tices in relation to both applying for and undertaking UIC’S using a grounded theory ap-
proach. Data collection consists of: (i) qualitative interviewing of both successful recipients 
and non-recipients of industry-academic grant funding calls, (ii) focus groups with key aca-
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demic and industry stakeholders, (iii) content analysis of SFI documents and (iv) interviews 
with SFI stakeholders. The basis for the conceptual framework and related data collection 
procedures is via a literature review (6) on ‘Industry-academic collaboration’ articles and 
literature on ‘peer review’ in the context of grant funding.

Results and Discussion:  This presentation focuses on emerging findings from the litera-
ture review stage of the study in formulating the conceptual framework and data collection 
instruments. The focus of this presentation will be on: (a) critically discussing ‘Responsible 
Research and Innovation’ (RRI) in the context of evaluating and awarding industry-academ-
ic collaborative funding proposals. ‘Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is an ap-
proach to structuring European research and innovation that is responsive to societal needs 
through processes which are inclusive, open, adaptive, and reflective , and aims to develop 
more responsible researchers and institutions, and a more engaged public, by focusing at-
tention on ethics, governance, equality and openness (7). In this way, RRI is a broadening of 
our evaluation of research excellence beyond traditional quantitative rankings of individual 
or organisational performance. We discuss critical perspectives on RRI in the context of UIC; 
(b) that existing research funding evaluation criteria may lie in tension with RRI, (c) that par-
ticular prioritisation of projects in terms of such factors as prestige of applicants and novelty 
of projects with an emphasis on protecting ‘scientific freedom’ etc. may be rationally argued 
as a more responsible use of public money in the context of value and impact, and that (d) 
there is a risk that bias towards ‘Open Innovation’ (8) (as one implementation of RRI) lends 
itself to iterative innovation over disruptive innovation in such contexts as technology devel-
opment. Finally, we (e) review existing models of industry-academic collaboration in terms 
of what insight they bring to the peer review process when evaluating such collaborations.

Conclusions: A review of the literature highlights a significant gap in understanding good 
science policy and best practice in the context of grant funding evaluation of UIC, the role 
of peer-review, the need to account for the ‘hidden’ impacts of UIC, and the implications of 
broader policy approaches like ‘Responsible Research and Innovation’ on UIC. Whilst RRI 
and its mantra of science for society with society is gaining traction in EU policy and aca-
demic discourses concerning science funding, there is a need to critically examine RRI in 
the context of UIC, in such aspects as theory and evidence concerning disruptive and par-
ticipatory approaches to the development, scaling and sustainability of innovations etc. This 
research project will critically examine this issue by linking and integrating existing literature 
with data collected across multiple-stakeholders in Ireland, thus contributing evidence, de-
bate and proposing recommendations.

Key words: university-industry collaboration, academic-industry collaboration, peer re-
view, grant funding evaluation
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: Accessibility of digital resources and tools has brought changes to scholarly commu-
nication and practice. This has caused an evident and rapid trend of developing various 
information behaviours by scholars. The main aim of this study was to ascertain the informa-
tion patterns of graduate students from the Studies in Nursing archived in the institutional 
repository of University of Zagreb, School of Medicine based on the sources they used. 
Institutional repositories are established mainly to provide open access to information and 
institutional research output and to create global visibility for institutional scholarly research. 

Methods: Based on the methodology of previous studies (1-4) this study was based on ci-
tation analysis. Citation analysis is an activity involving the analysis of the citations or refer-
ences, which forms a part of the primary scientific communication (5). Citation analysis of 
this kind can provide insights into research interests, resource needs, research behaviour, 
interdisciplinary, scholarly communication, and collection management in academic librar-
ies. Used cautiously and in conjunction with other evaluation sources, it can contribute to 
a profile of the resources that students most commonly use. A total of 8678 citations con-
sisting of 237 master’s theses from 2014 to 2017 were examined using citation analysis from 
the open access institutional repository of the School of Medicine. Questions were used to 
determine the graduate students’ information patterns: number of citations per thesis, age 
of distribution of the citations, type, language and format of reference. 

Results and Discussion: The highest citation number per thesis was 259, with the lowest 
being 7. The average number of cited items per thesis was 36.92. The average number of 
references per thesis for 2017 was 44.56 % and 40.3 % for 2014. The results show that 60 % of 
all materials used by graduate students in this field are written in the English language and 
39% of the materials are in Croatian. The study revealed that journals were the most pre-
ferred source of information used by the students in the field of nursing accounting for 56.21 
% of total citations. Among the most popular cited journals are Croatian journals in Croatian. 
The ten most popular journals used are: Acta Medica Croatica, Medix, Liječnički vjesnik, 
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Medicus, New England Journal of Medicine, Paediatria Croatica, Pediatrics, Sestrinski glas-
nik/Nursing Journal, British Medical Journal, Hrvatski časopis za javno zdravstvo. Out of the 
ten most popular journals used, seven are Croatian journals in open access. Approximately 
41.2 % of all sources cited were published over 18 years ago, 34.4 % are in the 8-year range. 
Nursing students used journals familiar to them (e.g. Croatian journals) which are easily ac-
cessible and in open access. Although they have access to a wide range of high-quality 
health information resources through national licence, the nursing students tend to use 
resources based onaccessibility (preferring OA) and awareness of the resource and its con-
tent, which correlates with previous studies (6,7). Out of all the information resources used 
in the sample, 43.1 % were in open access form, 31.9 % were subscription based resources 
(e.g. journals), 24.5 % were in printed form (e.g. textbooks), and 0.6 % were oral presentations.

Conclusion: To conclude, the citation analysis proves to be useful because it enriches our 
understanding of academic research by providing a quantitative basis for describing and 
interpreting patterns of information use. Results show that students are familiar with using 
sources in English and are aware of the importance of different types of sources. The most 
used resources are in open access, and that highlights the positive features of open sci-
ence, such as easy accessibility and a wider research impact. The analysis gives an insight 
into students citing practice and could be useful for librarians, students, as well as for edu-
cators and mentors in guiding their students. Librarians can use the results for adjustments 
to their collection development and acquisition policies, to plan institutional repository de-
velopment and education of users.

Key words: citation analysis, information sources, institutional repository, studies in nursing, 
School of Medicine Zagreb
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: To briefly review literature on types of open peer review and address pros and cons. 
Methods: Literature on “open peer review” (OPR) was reviewed. 

Results and Discussion: Traditional peer review is anonymous, selective (editors select 
the reviewers) and confidential (the reviewers and the review process are unknown pub-
licly). It has been long known that this model is flawed: unreliable (not detecting errors, 
demonstrating inconsistency between reviewer reports), too slow (delaying times between 
submission and publication), unaccountable and enabling social and publication biases, 
lacking in incentive for reviewers, and being wasteful of effort (as the same manuscript may 
be reviewed many times as it goes through cycles of submission and rejection). OPR is an 
umbrella term covering the following principles: open identities (identities of authors and 
reviewers are public), open reports (peer review reports are public and review reports are 
published alongside the relevant article), open participation (others than authors and re-
viewers contribute to the review process), open interaction (direct reciprocal discussion be-
tween author(s) and reviewers, and/or between reviewers), open pre-review manuscripts 
(manuscripts are made immediately available e.g., via preprint servers like arXiv in advance 
of any formal peer review procedures), open final-version commenting (review or com-
menting on final “version of record” publications) and open platforms (review is de-coupled 
from publishing in that it is facilitated by a different organizational entity than the venue 
of publication) (1). These traits usually overlap in different combinations. Open interaction, 
open reports and final version-commenting are the favourite traits, the least favourable trait 
being open identities (2). OPRs could improve: reliability, consistency and accuracy (publicly 
associating identity with the peer review could make peer reviewers be more thorough), 
increase accountability through increased transparency and by making any conflicts of in-
terest more immediately apparent to authors and future readers, enable higher visibility for 
peer review activities, allowing review work to be cited in other publications and in career 
development activities linked to promotion and tenure and reduce the time before research 
is first publicly available (2). Openness links accountability with credit, which boosts moti-
vation to perform peer review, which could enlarge always limited pool of reviewers and 
eliminate some of the worst abuses of peer review, where reviewers—under the cloak of 
anonymity—steal ideas or procrastinate (3). The quality of peer review increases with open 
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identities and the recommendation to reject manuscripts for publication decreases (4). The 
push towards “open science” and the inherent capacity that the Web provides for open, col-
laborative, and social communication posed new challenges to the transformation of tradi-
tional to the OPR system (5). Many innovations were introduced in a rush for more transpar-
ency and giving more credits to peer reviewers: standalone peer review platforms (Faculty 
of 1000, Libre, OpenPub, Publons, Rubriq, Research gate open review, etc.) and publishing 
portals built around post-publication review (Faculty of 1000) (6). 

Conclusion: Open review is an umbrella concept that covers large spectrum of peer review 
innovations: open identities, open reports and participation, all in the spirit of Open Science, 
to increase transparency and accountability to the inflexible traditional model of peer re-
view. OPR’s is evolving phenomenon, and is becoming a mainstream but an extra care must 
be taken in order to avoid a “one-size fits all” solutions and to tailor such systems to differing 
(especially disciplinary) contexts. 

Key words: open peer review 
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A Peer Review Card Exchange Game 
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: Our aim was to develop a Card exchange learning game with a set of statements that 
express certain viewpoints on the processes in peer review, that are easily understood and 
relevant to contemporary issues. We also wanted to include the statements that were sim-
ple and general and at the same time ambiguous enough to leave room for critical assess-
ment and questioning by the participants.

Methods: We used the approach for the development of training materials about respon-
sible research and innovation developed by the HEIRRI project, and principles of the card 
game for the popularization of the philosophy of science. Using different sources, we creat-
ed 32 card statements about peer review, distributed into 6 domains: 

Responsiveness - the time needed for a review: 
1. A review should be done within designated time, otherwise authors could be hurt profes-
sionally; 
2. If a reviewer is too busy and knows that he or she will not manage to review within a des-
ignated time, they should decline to be a reviewer; 
3. Time needed for a careful and thorough review should be decided on by the reviewer, 
and not the editor or authors; 
4. It is more important that an appropriate reviewer assesses the research than to review the 
manuscript on time; 
5. If a reviewer is too busy and knows he or she will not manage to review in designated time, 
it is acceptable to ask help from a collaborator. 

Competence - the required skills and proficiency: 
6. Reviewer should clearly declare his or her scientific competence to journal editor or a 
funding body before the review process; 
7. If a reviewer is unfamiliar with some methods or statistical analysis in a manuscript, he or 
she should ask a colleague or a statistician for help. It is not necessary to report this to the 
editor; 
8. If a reviewer is unfamiliar with some methods or statistical analysis in a manuscript, he 
or she should refrain from commenting on it and focus on areas of own competence. This 
should be reported to the editor; 
9. Peer reviewers should be only researchers from the same research field of the submitted 
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manuscript; 
10. Research results should be assessed by experts from different fields, to make the as-
sessment more valid.

Impartiality - objectivity, biases and conflicts of interest: 
11. One should not review papers from authors with whom they have previous research col-
laboration
12. Reviews should be double blinded, to avoid as many biases as possible;
13. Reviews should be completely transparent, with reviewers’ and authors’ identities visible,
and available online after editorial decision on publication;
14. Apparent conflicts of interest do not have to be reported, as long as the review is per-
formed ethically and responsibly;
15. Not all conflicts of interest should prevent a reviewer from assessing a paper;
16. A reviewer should never suggest citing his or her own work.
Confidentiality - privacy and trust in sharing materials:
17. Changing your own experiments and course of research because of new information you
got from a manuscript you have reviewed is acceptable practice;
18. Using review process to get new ideas and collaborations for research is perfectly ac-
ceptable;
19. Reviewers should not contact the authors even after the publication of the paper;
20. Editor should never allow contacts between the reviewer and the author during the re-
view process;
21. It is acceptable to show the manuscript you are reviewing to your colleague if you need
advice on some issues in the manuscript. Constructive criticism - the scope of reviewers’
work:
22. It is sufficient that a reviewer recognizes and points to a problem in a manuscript under
review;
23. The reviewer should identify a problem in the manuscript but also suggest solutions or
alternative approaches;
24. The reviewer should assess if a paper is suitable for the scope and standards of the jour-
nal, and not only its scientific validity;
25. The reviewer should check all references in the manuscript;
26. The reviewer should always edit the language of the manuscript. Responsibility to sci-
ence - the value and role of peer review in science and progress.:
27. Participation in peer review is a valuable service to science in general;
28. Peer review improves the quality of research;
29. Peer reviewers should be given more credit, including some sort of financial payment;
30. Peer review is a quid pro quo service and reviewers should not be financially compen-
sated;
31. Peer review hinders progress by dismissing innovative research as controversial and not
publication-worthy;
32. Peer review does not help in improving body of knowledge because it does not prevent
papers from being published.

Full text of the article is published in European Science Editing Journal (1) and it includes de-
tail card game instructions for participants available in the Supplements. The card exchange 
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game piloted during the hands-on training called “Responsible peer review – how to avoid 
mistakes”, as a part of the Peer Review School organized by COST Action PEERE: New Fron-
tiers of Peer review in Croatia, May 2018 (2). 

Results and Discussion: Twenty seven participants from various fields of research and with 
different levels of experience were involved in the peer review edition of the card exchange 
game. Participants were divided into three groups of five and two groups of six people 
which were formed to include representatives from different communities. They were given 
6 cards per group and time for initial evaluation, and time for exchange of cards with other 
groups. In the end, each group had to pick at least two cards they all agree with, and at least 
one card they all disagree with. When they all read the statements, exchanged the cards 
and reached consensus, which took around 30 minutes, the final discussion was held, which 
lasted for an hour. Each group presented their agreements and the statements were scru-
tinized and refined by all participants. All of 27 participants completed the survey about the 
School. In 93 open ended comments that they wrote in the survey, we found 17 statements 
related to the card game. Most of card game mentions (n=15) were in answers to questions 
on knowledge and skills gained throughout the School (n=7) and the most valuable aspects 
of the School (n=8). All of the participants’ comments were positive. The participants enjoyed 
the interactivity and discussion raised by the game, and mentioned there should be more of 
that sort of activities in training about peer review. 

Conclusion: This case study demonstrated the development and successful implementa-
tion of a card game about peer review as a way to stimulate discussion about peer review 
and learn about it. The Peer Review Card Game sparked interest and engagement, and gen-
erated productive discussion among different stakeholders in research, from early stage 
researchers to senior academics and journal editors. This type of approach is justified by 
evidence from other research and integrity issues, which shows that decisions in this field 
are very often based not on previously described objective policies, but on moral principles. 

Key words: peer, review, card, exchange, game 
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How Has Gender Balance Evolved in Irish-Affiliated 
STEM-Related Research Over the Past 10 Years?
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: In reviewing the literature, the issue of gender imbalance and gender inequality is 
prevalent within the context of STEM-related disciplines (1,2). In recent years, attempts have 
been made to alleviate this inequality through programmes and initiatives such as the Athe-
na Swan award (3), WITS (Women in Technology and Science) (4) and scholarships targeted 
directly at women, such as Intel’s Women in Technology Scholarship. All these initiatives 
are concerned with improving the representation of women in STEM-related disciplines. 
Bibliometric studies have also been used to gain insight into gender imbalance and gender 
inequality (2-6), outlining some of the key areas which policy-makers could improve to less-
en the gender imbalance. However, despite its contribution, some of the existing literature 
fails to explore changes in gender imbalance over time, with some facing methodological 
difficulties in failing to be fully representative by excluding certain cohorts of individuals. For 
example, in excluding Asian names due to the difficulty in retrieving the gender of these 
names. With the increasing prevalence of initiatives aimed at improving gender balance, 
exploring gender balance over the past ten years seems imperative to highlight their impact 
and contribution. 

Methods: This study takes a longitudinal approach, striving to explore changes in gender 
inequality and gender imbalance over a 10-year timeframe, from 2007 to 2016 (inclusive) 
in STEM-related research with an Irish affiliation. Using “Web of Science Core Collection”, 
STEM-related articles were identified for each of the years. The genders of the authors were 
identified using a genderizer, with null values being manually checked. In analysing this 
for each of the years, gender differences were explored within each of the years, as well 
as across this 10-year timeframe, allowing for a more thorough analysis of the evolution of 
gender imbalance in Irish affiliated STEM-related research. 

Results and Discussion: A steady improvement in gender balance in Irish-affiliated 
STEM-related research was observed. Moreover, mixed-gender collaborations are becom-
ing increasingly common. In manually identifying the null values, significantly more of the 
null values were of male gender. Considering these null values were manually identified via 
online sites, this poses the question as to whether male researchers perhaps have greater 
online presence than females, making them more readily discoverable. The use of biblio-
metrics has both strengths and weaknesses. For example, one of the limitations in taking a 
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bibliometric approach is the emergence of null values from the genderizer. The removal of 
these null values would be consequential in that most of these null values were misspell-
ings in the original dataset, or Asian names. With the increasing emphasis on mobility in Ire-
land and within the EU, entirely removing a cohort of individuals based on country of origin 
may have a significant impact on the results of this study as this may represent a significant 
proportion of the data. Furthermore, in some cases, only last names were provided, with first 
names being abbreviated. As such, the gender of these names could not be identified. Thus, 
a clear methodological challenge is apparent – if databases such as WoS do not ensure 
indexing of both first and second names of authors, it will continue to hinder bibliometric 
research into the state of gender balance in STEM-related research. 

Conclusions: This poster strives to highlight the rationale for this study, the methodolo-
gy employed in conducting this study, and the issues and challenges faced in adopting a 
bibliometric approach to understand gender-related issues. The findings in this study are 
assumed to be representative of the general state within STEM-related disciplines in Ireland 
given that they are consistent with recent trends in academia overall. An improvement in 
female representation was apparent amongst Irish-affiliated STEM-related research. This 
study is important for several reasons – perhaps this improvement is due to the numerous 
efforts and initiatives aimed at supporting female researchers in STEM. The importance of 
these initiatives is not solely in their implementation, but in monitoring their outcome and 
contribution. Secondly, this study contributes to existing literature by recognising the meth-
odological difficulties in analysing gender balance. This study differs from previous research 
on gender balance as a vast number of studies fail to observe gender balance over an 
extended period of time and instead, focus on one point in time. Thus, gender balance in 
Irish-affiliated STEM-related research is explored in relation to its evolution over a 10-year 
timeframe. 

Key words: gender inequality, women in science, gender balance 
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ABSTRACT 

Aim: The aim of this research was to measure the relationship between the Croatian aca-
demic and industry sectors. 

Methods: Method used in this research was co-authorship analysis. Analysing co-authored 
publications has become the standard way of measuring research collaborations (1). The 
research papers produced in university-industry collaborations tend to be co-authored by 
scientists from both institutions. In an analysis of the institutional affiliations of the authors of 
such papers, a link is found between the two institutions. This type of collaboration is some-
times denoted as formal collaboration (2), but can also indicate the achievement of access 
to an often informal network. It can be viewed as a successful scientific collaboration among 
institutions, while also indicating diffusion of knowledge and skills (3). The advantages of 
assessing research collaborations through co-authorships are that the indicator is quan-
tifiable and invariant, the measurement does not affect the collaboration process and the 
analysis is relatively inexpensive. Although some forms of university-industry collaboration 
do not generate co-authored papers and some co-authored papers do not reflect actual 
collaboration (1,4), analysis of co-authorship is the most often indicator used for measuring 
research collaborations, evidently because it offers notable advantages in counter point 
to the limitations (4). Co-authorship as indicator of university-industry collaboration is also 
used in several world university rankings, such as the freely available web-based Leiden 
Ranking and in U-Multirank (5,6). Aggregate-level data on countries is used for European 
Commission’s Innovation Union Scoreboard and the U21 university association’s Ranking of 
National Higher Education Systems (5). This research find averages of research papers Cro-
atian public universities and research institutes co-authored with industry sector from 2011. 
to 2016. Those averages are compared to the global average. Croatian universities averages 
were also compared to those of biggest regional general public universities. Furthermore, 
research areas in which most of the Croatian university-industry occur and the companies 
which collaborate most with Croatian universities were identified. The data for this research 
is extracted from InCites, a Clarivate Analitics citation-based evaluation tool that gathers 
data from the Web of Science Core Collection database. During the time of this research, 
InCites held data for seven Croatian public universities (University of Zagreb, University of 
Split, University of Rijeka, University of J. J. Strossmayer Osijek, University of Zadar, Univer-
sity of Dubrovnik and University of Juraj Dobrila Pula) and six Croatian research institutes 
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(Ruđer Bošković Institute, Institute for Medical Research & Occupational Health, Institute 
of Physics Zagreb, Croatian Institute of Oceanography & Fisheries, Croatian Academy of 
Sciences & Arts and Croatian Forest Research Institute). Those twelve institutions were in-
cluded in this research. 

Results and Discussion: The results showed that industry co-authorship averages of all Cro-
atian universities and research institutes, with exception of University of Split, are below the 
global average. As much as three universities (University of Zadar, University of Dubrovnik 
and University of Juraj Dobrila Pula) and four research institutes (Institute of Physics Zagreb, 
Croatian Institute of Oceanography & Fisheries, Croatian Academy of Sciences & Arts, Cro-
atianForest Research Institute) had no research papers co-authored with industry sector. 
Both Ruđer Bošković Institute and Institute for Medical Research & Occupational Health are 
under the global average. Only exception was the year 2011., when Institute for Medical Re-
search & Occupational Health was slightly above the global average. In the comparison of 
15 regional general public universities University of Split was in the third place, University of 
Zagreb in eleventh, University of Rijeka in twelfth and University of J. J. Strossmayer Osijek in 
the last place. Most collaboration between Croatian public universities and industry sector 
occurred in research areas from the fields of medicine and computer science. From those 
fields also came corporations that have co-authorship most papers in collaboration with 
Croatian universities: GlaxoSmithKline, Ericsson, Novo Nordiks, Pfizer, Roche Holding etc. 

Conclusion: Co-authorship analysis suggests that there is only a weak link between Croa-
tian public universities and industry sector. The link is even weaker between Croatian public 
research institutes and industry sector. The only exception is the University of Split, with 
co- authorship averages above the global average and above most of regional universities. 
Most university-industry collaboration occur in the field of medicine and information sci-
ence, and most corporations that collaborate with Croatian universities come from those 
fields. Conclusions that came from this analysis are based on one indicator, co-authorship 
of research papers. Additional research, such as patentometric analysis, is required to valid-
ify the results of this research. 

Key words: university-industry collaboration, co-authorship analysis, public universities, 
public research institutes, Croatia
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ABSTRACT

Aim: This abstract represents one initial phase of a study of peer review processes at Sci-
ence Foundation Ireland (SFI), the Republic of Ireland’s largest scientific funding agency. In 
this poster, we construct conceptual models of the SFI peer review process, investigating 
the work flow, decision making process, and peer review criteria established by SFI.

We focus on peer review of two key funding streams, the Investigators Programme and 
the Industry Fellowship Programme. The models are constructed to demonstrate the com-
plexities of the peer review process, including the recruitment of reviewers, drafting of call 
documents and guidelines for panel members, and most importantly, the various stages of 
the decision making process. This poster will focus on analysing the background and re-
quirements of the two SFI programmes using publicly available reports, grantee data, and 
materials provided by SFI. The models will form the basis of qualitative studies and will work 
as preliminary frameworks for constructing Agent-Based Models (1) in subsequent stages 
of the project. In a recent review of performance - based research funding in EU member 
states, Zacharewicz et al. (2) found that over 70 % of research funding in Ireland is allocated 
for project funding (versus institutional funding). Science Foundation Ireland plays a signif-
icant role in allocating the resources to advance research and innovation, to build critical 
scientific and innovative capacity in key areas, and to create wider impacts on Irish economy 
and society (3). Peer review plays a central role in the process. It is thus necessary to ensure 
the process is fair and transparent, as well as effective and efficient.

Methods: Desk research is conducted to examine the background of the SFI Investigators 
Programme and Industry Fellowship Programme. The models are built on textual analysis 
of the call documents and guidelines for reviewers provided by SFI. Interviews will also be 
conducted with SFI officers for a fuller understanding of the decision-making processes in 
various stages. In the near future, content analysis will be conducted to examine the review-
er reports.

Conclusions: Preliminary research shows that peer review is complex, a not surprising find-
ing as many have discussed the lack of reliability, potential for bias, and inconsistencies in 
the peer review process (4,5). A thorough qualitative/ethnographic study would be required 
to explicate the nuances in the peer review process considering all stakeholders (6). Howev-
er, the larger goal is to use these models with rich qualitative data and description from SFI 
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in next step, which involve establishing and testing agent - based models. The outcomes 
of this study will provide recommendations for research policy, such as whether criteria and 
requirements such as open data and open peer review would be significant in altering the 
dynamics of peer review process, to give one example.

Key words: peer review, peer review criteria, open science, open data
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ABSTRACT

Aim: Aim of this poster is to show benefits of open-source project NoSketch Engine which 
is widely used for creating language corpora. 

Methods: NoSketch Engine combines software Manatee and Bonito into free corpus man-
agement system. Manatee is corpus management tool which includes corpus building and 
indexing, fast querying and providing basic statistical measures and Bonito is a graphical 
user interface to corpora maintained by Manatee (1). Programs Manatee and Bonito are un-
der GNU General Public Licence version 2 which guarantee that the software is free, users 
have freedom to share, change and distribute copies of it. Users also can receive source 
code if they want it and they can change the software or use pieces of it in new free program 
(2).

Results and Discussion: All corpora which are created using NoSketch Engine provides 
free access to its language databases for collecting, searching and using data from it. The 
software is free to download, install, host on server and administer. It is important to men-
tion that new server for corpora available thru NoSketch Engine is CLARIN.SI (Common Lan-
guage Resource and Technology Infrastructure, Slovenia) and is available at following hy-
perlink: www.clarin.si/noske. Users can download data and tools with a license that allows 
free sharing. This applies to all data with Creative Commons and tools with open source 
licences (3). Graphical content of poster is showing available language corpora (databases) 
which are created thru NoSketch Engine software. Left figure is showing languages which 
have the largest number of corpuses (Slovenian has the largest number of corpora avail-
able for users) and second figure is showing languages which have one available language 
corpus.

Conclusion: Benefits which this open source software provide are creating large language 
database which can be used for language learning, conducting linguistic, lexical and sci-
ence research and language analysis. 

Key words: NoSketch Engine, open source software, language learning
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Citations Counts and Altmetrics of Highly Cited Papers of 
the Croatian Authors 
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ABSTRACT

Aim: The main aim of this study was to examine whether citation counts of highly cited pa-
pers, both NON-OA and OA, published by authors affiliated in Croatian scientific institutions 
correlated with Twitter mentions and Mendeley readers. Based on the obtained data, the 
author will try to answer the following questions: RQ1. What are the numbers of citations and 
altmetric indicators, both in a group of NON-OA and OA articles? RQ2. Which sources pro-
vide the highest number of altmetric indicators, both in a group of NON-OA and OA articles? 
RQ3. What is the average number and the median of the most common altmetric indicators 
for most highly cited NON-OA and OA articles? RQ4. Do citation counts of most highly cited 
NON-OA and OA articles of Croatian researchers correlate with Twitter mentions and Men-
deley readers?

Methods: The study was divided into two stages. The first stage was to collect and filter 
the data from the Scopus database. The metrics data collected from Scopus were related 
to the authors affiliated in Croatian scientific institutions (simple search in Scopus “affilia-
tion country”: Croatia). The chronological scope of the study covered the years 2013-2017. 
Citation counts were collected for most highly cited OA papers (N=71) and Non-OA papers 
(N=71). The sample had DOI assigned. The second stage involved the use of the Altmetric 
Explorer (http://www.altmeric.com) to check whether the citations counts of most highly 
cited articles were influenced by Twitter mentions and Mendeley readers. Altmetric Explor-
er was rated as a reliable and stable source of altmetric indicators (1). The fact that it collects 
data using digital identifiers of the documents, makes Altmetric Explorer transparent (2). The 
sample covered articles with a non-zero altmetric score. Altmetric Explorer collects data 
from different sources: news mentios, blog mentions, policy mentions, twitter mentions, 
patent mentions, peer review mentions, Weibo mentions, Facebook mentions, Wikipedia 
mentions, Google+ mentions, LinkedIn mentions, Reddit mentions, Pinterest mentions, 
F1000 mentions, Q&A mentions, video mentions, syllabi mentions, Mendeley readers. The 
data was collected on 23rd of June 2018.

Results and Discussion: RQ1. The NON-OA articles collected 16,751 citations and 28,236 alt-
metric indicators whereas OA articles collected 9,725 citations counts and 16,330 altmetric 
indicators. RQ2. The highest number of indicators in this group was provided by Mende-
ley – 17,369 and Twitter 8,830. Next, there were news mentions (926), Facebook mentions 
(512) and blog mentions (355). Other sources provided 244 mentions. In the gropup of The
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highest number of indicators in this group was provided by Mendeley – 8,454 and Twitter 
6,823. Next, there were news mentions (511), Facebook mentions (232) and blog mentions 
(149). The remaining sources provided 161 mentions. The analyzed sample covered articles 
published in the highest quality journals. The previous studies showed that higher quality 
content has more Mendeley readers and tweets (3). Studies carried out by Croatian authors 
on papers published by the University of Zagreb School of Medicine showed that articles 
published in journals of international renown had much more intense altmetric activity than 
articles published in local journals (4). RQ3. The average number of Twitter mentions for 
most highly cited NON-OA articles was 126 and Mendeley indicators was 248. The median 
value of Mendeley readers was 148 and that of tweets 28. The average number of Twitter 
mentions for most highly cited OA articles was 97 and Mendeley readers was 120 whereas 
the median value was 85 for Mendeley and 25 for Twitter mentions. RQ4. The number of ci-
tations of NON-OA articles correlated significantly with both Mendeley readers and Twitter 
mentions (Spearman Correlation: Mendeley p=0.0005; Twitter p<0.0001). In the case of OA 
articles, citations counts correlated significantly only with Twitter mentions (Spearman Cor-
relation: Twitter p=0.0001; Mendeley p=0.0508).

Conclusion: It is proved that citation counts of highly cited papers published by authors 
affiliated in Croatian scientific institutions correlate with both Twitter mentions as well as 
Mendeley readers in the group of NON-OA articles. In the case of OA papers citation counts 
correlate only with Twitter posts. 

Key words: altmetrics, citation counts, Mendeley readers, Twitter mentions, Croatian au-
thors
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